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THERE CAN ONLY BE ONE

TT x
BETTER RUNWAY
PERFORMANCE

DIRECT
COMPETITOR

FASTER CLIMB
FASTER CRUISE
BETTER EFFICIENCY
BETTER HANDLING
LONGER GLIDE
STRONGER AIRFRAME
SUPERIOR AVIONICS
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LOWER COST
(typically equipped)

CE SSN A T T x
At first glance, the Cessna® TTx® and its direct competitor may appear very similar. A closer
look reveals that the TTx is the undisputed leader in its category. Don’t pay more for less aircraft.
Visit TTxOutperforms.com to see firsthand why the difference is clear.

U . S . +1 . 8 4 4 . 4 4 .T X TAV
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© 2016 Cessna Aircraft Company. All rights reserved. TT x is a registered trademark of Textron Innovations Inc., used by permission.

YOUR WEATHER. DELIVERED.

ALL FLIGHT LONG

With SiriusXM® Aviation satellite weather, you don’t have to worry about the very real
limitations of ground-based ADS-B. SiriusXM also has critical features it doesn’t offer.
So why choose SiriusXM? Simply put, it’s worth it.

FEATURES
SiriusXM Weather
Continuous, Coast-To-Coast Service – No Coverage Gaps
No Line-of-Sight Restrictions
No Minimum Altitude Limitation
Coast-To-Coast High Resolution Weather Radar
Lightning: Cloud-To-Cloud & Cloud-To-Ground
Graphical Cloud Cover

ADS-B

Choose your service package at siriusxm.com/cessna then call 855.SXM.WTHR to subscribe.

200 Savings = Rebate + Service Credit

$

Purchase any eligible new aviation satellite receiver between April 1 and
December 31, 2016, and activate any SiriusXM Aviation Weather Package
from SiriusXM by December 31, 2016 (see DETAILS below), maintain
60 days of continuous service and receive a $150 SiriusXM Rewards Visa®
Prepaid Card and a $50 SiriusXM Service Credit Digital PIN.
See Rebate Offer Details at www.siriusxmrewards.com/air16200

Available on

DETAILS: Subscription and hardware sold separately. Fees and taxes apply. The subscription plan you choose will automatically renew and you will be charged according to your chosen
payment method at then-current rates. To cancel you must call us at 1-866-635-2349. See our Customer Agreement for complete terms at www.siriusxm.com. Data displays vary by
device; images are representative only. SiriusXM Services may include weather and other content and emergency alert information. Such information and data is not for “safety for life,”
but is merely supplemental and advisory in nature, and therefore cannot be relied upon as safety critical in connection with any aircraft, sea craft, automobile, or any other usage.
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THE VIEW FROM HERE

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Send your letters to
editor@cessnaflyer.org

“DIY Wheel Bearing Service”
by Jacqueline Shipe, July 2016

The Rush of the Rush
By the time you read this, AirVenture will be winding down; but as I write
this, we are in the middle of the swirling vortex that is “Getting ready for the
Gathering and AirVenture.”
Everyone on the team is working at full speed. We’re editing articles, finding
photos, creating pages of the magazine, writing a column.
We’re finalizing menu choices for the Gathering, making sure the table we
ordered for our AirVenture booth is confirmed (Nope! Glad we checked!),
reviewing itineraries and car rental contracts.
Communication is flying back and forth between our Wisconsin and
California offices. We are (mostly) keeping all the balls in the air, although we
wake in the middle of the night thinking, “Order T-shirts!” and “Follow up with
so-and-so!”
And despite all of that, and speaking strictly for myself, as much as I am
rushing, it’s still a rush.
One thing that has rushed by is the past 12 years. This issue marks our
12-year anniversary.
That’s a lot of years of monthly magazine deadlines, annual gatherings and
website changes. A lot of joy and a lot of sorrow.
We’ve seen many changes over these years but there are also many things
that remain timeless—friendships, for one.
I was talking to Steve Ells the other day and the subject of retirement came
up. I said something along the lines of, “If you have the right job, you never
feel the need to retire.” He replied, “Don’t you have that?”
Well, come to think of it, yes I do.
Despite the appearance of “those days”—you know, those days—I am very
happy to be doing what I’m doing.
Thank you, all of you who have supported me in this endeavor. It’s been
an honor and a pleasure to bring you this magazine each month and to
work with you.

Blue skies,

Hi Jen,
I have a couple of comments on
Jacqueline Shipe’s recent article. She says:
“A small bucket of 100LL Avgas works
well to clean the bearings.” While it’s
basically true, Stoddard solvent is a
safer alternative.
Shipe’s suggestion to use compressed
air to dry the bearings is correct—but
she should have warned readers that
compressed air should never be used to
spin a clean, dry bearing.
In addition, it’s important to remind
folks of personal protection measures
(nitrile gloves, for instance) while
handling Avgas and grease.
Steve Ells

“Rugged and Reliable: The Cessna 205,
206 and 207”
by Mike Berry, March 2016
Dear Editor,
In your March 2016 issue article on
the 205/206/207 model line you say the
205 was called the Super Skylane. You
also say the 205 was an “offshoot of the
Cessna 210.”
Where did you get your information?
I own a Cessna 210-5A (205A). In the
original paperwork, marketing material
and Cessna-supplied manual, I can find
no mention of Super Skylane. That name
did not appear until the P206.
Also, the 205 is a Cessna 210, since it
is on the Cessna 210 Type Certificate.
On impressions, I owned half of a
1969 Cessna 182 for five years before
buying the 205 and can attest that its
performance and handling are nearly
identical except for the useful load!
Good article,
Jack Pines

continued on page 79...
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SEND EVENTS to
editor@cessnaflyer.org

CFA EVENTS

FEATURED EVENTS

Jul 22–23, 2017 — Waupaca, WI. Waupaca Municipal (KPCZ). The 13th annual
Gathering at Waupaca. Save the date for
CFA’s annual pre-OSH event with fun,
food and friendship. Watch this space and
CessnaFlyer.org in the coming months for
more details.

Aug through Oct – Bealeton, VA. Flying
Circus Aerodrome (3VA3). Flying Circus
Airshow. This classic barnstorming airshow
for the whole family is in its 47th season.
Formation flying demonstrations, worldclass aerobatics, classic comedy routines,
death-defying wing walkers and more.
Performances are every Sunday afternoon
at 2:30 pm, weather permitting. Airplane
rides available for purchase both before
and after the airshow. For admission prices,
airplane ride prices and a detailed schedule
of events, visit flyingcircusairshow.com.

CFA SPONSORED EVENT
Oct 20 – 22 — Palm Springs, CA. Flying
Aviation Expo. A world-class weekend of
seminars, workshops, outdoor displays,
indoor exhibits, industry experts and
even an aircraft parade. Learn about new
products, receive technical advice and
participate in demonstrations. For information, visit aviation-xpo.com.
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Aug 19-20 — Bremerton, WA. Bremerton
National (KPWT). AOPA Fly-in. For realworld GA pilots and enthusiasts and their
friends and families. Each day is loaded
to gross with exhibits, displays, aerobatics, great speakers and aircraft! You’ll see
all the latest technologies, find ways to get

the most out of flying, and learn how other
AOPA pilots fly better and safer, all while
basking in an incredible airport environment
of fun, food and friendships. Best of all, it’s
free to attend. Just RSVP to tell us you’re
coming. For more information, visit aopa.org.
Sept 15-16 — Olathe, Kan. GTN 650/750
Pilot Training. Tailored specifically to
the GTN touchscreen series and held at
Garmin Headquarters, this one-and-a-half
day class highlights loading and activating departures, arrivals and instrument
approach procedures, flying holds, flight
plan modifications and more. Cost is $495.
Register online by visiting flyGarmin.com.
Sep 18 — Simsbury, CT. Simsbury Airport
(4B9). 31st Annual Simsbury Fly-in and
Car Show. The largest fly-in in New England! CFA members are invited to fly in as
a group, park their aircraft together and
display signs with their affiliation. The event
attracts 15,000 spectators and 750 airplanes

Shouldn’t my
new transponder
integrate
ADS-B into
my integrated
flight deck?

We hear you.
Introducing the Garmin GTX 345R transponder. All-in-one ADS-B Out/In for select
Garmin G1000 integrated flight decks, plus wireless streaming for weather, traffic
and attitude to Garmin portables and tablets running Garmin Pilot and ForeFlight
Mobile. To learn more, visit Garmin.com/ADS-B or call 844-GET-ADS-B.

©2016 Garmin Ltd. or its subsidiaries

and autos of every type and vintage. More
than 150 businesses participate. Live bands;
Ben & Jerry’s and other fine food vendors;
kids’ activities; free aviation seminars; formation flying; judging and trophies and much,
much more. Pets on leashes are welcome. For
full details, including FAA Arrival Procedures,
visit simsburyflyin.com.
Oct 28 – 29 — Mesa, AZ. Falcon Field
(KFFZ). 44th Annual Copperstate Fly-in.
The Southwest’s premier aviation event
will be held at Falcon Field in Mesa this
year. Aircraft displays of all types, awards,
aviation business information booths, educational workshops for pilots, and youth
activities. A portion of event proceeds fund
scholarships for youth aviation programs.
For information, visit copperstate.org.

OTHER EVENTS
Aug 13 — Grand Haven, MI. Grand
Haven Memorial Airpark (3GM). Dawn
Patrol Fly-in/Drive-in Breakfast and
Lunch. Sponsored by the Grand Haven
Aviation Association. 7 am to 2 pm, rain
or shine. Pancakes, eggs, sausage, coffee
and juice for breakfast. Hot dogs, chips
and pop for lunch. Airplane, biplane
and helicopter rides available. Contact
Jennifer Bares, 616-842-4430 or email
3gmghaa@gmail.com. For more information, visit facebook.com/
GrandHavenAviationAssociation.
Aug 13–14 — Oscoda, MI. OscodaWurtsmith Airport (KOSC). Wurtsmith
Air Museum Fly-in and Pancake Breakfast. Pancake breakfast served 8 to 11
am both days. Fly-in all day, both days.
Contact Don Gauvreau, 989-739-7555
or email visit@wurtsmithairmuseum.org.
Visit wurtsmithairmuseum.org.
Aug 14 — Wakeman, OH. Ortner’s Airport
(I64). EAA Chapter 50’s 20th Annual Fly-In
Pancake Breakfast. 8 am to 12 pm. Scrambled
eggs, sausage, orange juice, milk, water with
unlimited pancakes and coffee. Adults $6; kids
under 12 $4. Proceeds support EAA Chapter
50’s scholarship and Boy Scout Aviation Merit
Badge programs. Young Eagle flights 9 to 11
am. See the planes, talk to builders and
pilots. Contact Ben Gleason, bgleason3@
roadrunner.com or phone 419-239-8292.
Aug 20-21 — Mosby, MO. Midwest
National Air Center Airport (KGPH).
Jesse James Outlaw Airshow. “Outlaws,
Legends and Rebels.” Live music, night
airshows on Friday and Saturday; airCES S NA F LYE R
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ADS-B...

are you equipped?

Wipaire can help, learn more at:
www.wipaire.com/avionics

Wipline Floats ∙ Skis ∙ Modifications
Aircraft Sales ∙ Avionics ∙ Interiors
Paint Refinishing ∙ Maintenance

South St. Paul, MN - 651.451.1205 ∙ Leesburg, FL - 352.323.4809 ∙

www.wipaire.com

TAKE A SEAT
Innovative & Engaging Designs

shows 12 to 5 pm Saturday and Sunday.
Franklin’s Flying Circus Demon-1,
Dracula, will be featured. Admission
$15 daily; free for kids 10 and under.
Visit franklinairshow.com and
jessejamesoutlawairshow.com.
Aug 27 — Gladwin, MI. Sugar Springs
Airpark (5M6). 8th Annual Sugar Springs
Airpark Fly-in Breakfast. Best breakfast
ever and the friendliest darn airpark in
Michigan! Kids’ games and gift basket
drawings. First five PICs get free breakfast. $7 adults, $3 kids under 12. Contact
Rebecca Duggan, rebdpilot@aol.com.

Creating
aircraft
interiors
second
to none

AviationsCreations.com
480-998-1752

E V E RY
R E VO LUTI O N
IS AN

EVO LUTI O N

Aug 27 — Albuquerque, NM. Double Eagle
II Airport (KAEG). 26th Annual Land of Enchantment Fly-in and Airport Open House.
Sponsored by EAA Chapter 179. Bring the
family! Aircraft judging, exhibit hall, WINGS
seminars, kids’ activities. Airplanes, helicopters, military vehicles, automobiles, RC
aircraft. Pancake breakfast and burger lunch.
Visit eaa179.org/land-of-enchantment-fly-in/
for schedule, map and information.
Aug 27-28 — St. Joseph, MO. Rosecrans
Memorial (KSTJ). Sound of Speed Airshow. Dozens of planes and an appearance by “American Idol” winner David
Cook. Featuring Demon-1, Dracula. Visit
franklinairshow.com and stjairshow.com.
SEPTEMBER
Sep 2 — Mukilteo, WA. Paine Field
(KPAE). Historic Flight’s Annual Big
Band Dinner Dance. Gourmet dinner, live
Big Band music and swing dance lessons!
Advance tickets are recommended. 6 to
10 pm. Cost is $60. Contact Jessica Leftwich, visitorservices@historicflight.org.

Revolutionary propeller systems rise from evolutionary
engineering. We’ve been continuously improving
McCauley propeller systems for more than 75 years.
You could say it’s in our DNA.
For more information on the industr y’s most evolved propellers
m cc a u l e y.t e x t r o n .co m

FEWER ADs
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|

LONGER TBOs

|

SINGLE-PIECE HUB

© 2016 Textron Aviation Inc. McCauley and its logo are registered trademarks of Textron Innovations Inc., used by permission.

Sep 3-4 — Mukilteo, WA. Paine Field
(KPAE). 9th Annual Vintage Aircraft
Weekend. A signature aviation event for
families with food, fun, flying, music,
history, inspiration and excitement. The
main event begins Saturday morning at 9
am. Cost is $15. Contact Jessica Leftwich,
visitorservices@historicflight.org.
Sep 10 — Milwaukee, WI. Lawrence J.
Timmerman Airport (KMWC). Spot
Landing Contest and Lunch. Sponsored
by Gran-Aire, Inc. and Civil Aviation, Inc.
$10 suggested donation for two landings and lunch. 10 am to 1 pm. (Rain
date: Sept 24). Contact Harold Mester,
hmester@mitchellairport.com.
Send events to editor@cessnaflyer.org.
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Client: Textron Aviation

“... Either write things worth reading,
or do things worth the writing.”
—Ben Franklin

As pilots and plane owners, our members are doing things “worth the writing” every day.
We welcome our members’ stories in the pages of Cessna Flyer magazine.

To find out more,
email editor@cessnaflyer.org
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THE
HIGH
AND
LEFT
COAST
THE WRITEY PILOT
Pull on Your Training Pants and Go Home!
Flight training can be fun, and it often is. And then there are times
when you just want your mommy.
I have been involved in flight training ever since I took my
CFI checkride at age 19. Four decades of CF-eyeing, groundschool teaching, pilot examining and training-article scribbling has led me to very few astounding mental breakthroughs and revelations.
I have not gotten rich through flight instructing, but all in
all, I’ve had a pretty good time casting the light of knowledge
upon literally hundreds of heads that were full of dreams that
involved flying the azure skies of the land of the free.
What happens in the simulator or cockpit stays in the
simulator or cockpit
I could go over the various gaffes, miscues, blunders, miscalculations, snafus, bungles and mistakes I have seen industriously committed by eager and frightened flight students over
the years, but I won’t.
Just how many bloopers, goofs and “gawd-almighty, I can’t
believe he/she did thats” can I relate if I decided to do so? I
could disclose a ton of them—a plethora of them, if you will.
Boy, could I end some careers, right here and now!
Without naming names, I can confidently state that the level
of ignorance out there in Aviationland is sometimes so overwhelming and vast that it would take a Boeing 747 traveling at
Mach .84 a full hour and a half to traverse it. (An electrically
powered experimental aircraft would cover the same journey in
considerably more time, but with less noise and carbon.)
My reticence about exposing ignorance, idiocy and outright
dunderheadedness in the pilot ranks is based only partially on
my sense of fair play and niceness. By not pointing my gnarly
and age-shriveled finger at the clueless masses, I am in hope of
getting a little quid pro quo.
In other, non-Latin words: “I won’t tell on you if you don’t
tell on me.” This is the Code of the West of aviation.
It is supposed to be hard
You are supposed to make mistakes when you are in flight
training. If your instructor is doing his or her job, you are
making a lot of them.
The simulator is a great place to show students the many
ways they can screw up and kill everybody. Simulation is a
wonderful way to explore the outer reaches of the flight envelope so you don’t have to do so in the real world where crashing is more than a shrug and a re-boot.
If I am not making you sweat and getting you a little confused during flight training, I am wasting my time, your money
and the billions of electrons that gave their life so your simulator could crash.
CES S NA F LYE R
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The true meaning of training
There is a running joke in the airline training world that goes
something like this:
Airline simulator instructor: “So... we’re done. Anything else
you want to see?”
Airline flight student: “Yes, I would like to see the door to
this place smacking me on the butt as I head for home.”
Here is the true meaning of all flight training you have ever
gone through or will ever endure in the future: it is all about
going home.
Initial training for an airline position, like checking out as
captain on an airplane, takes about seven weeks. When you
go to school you spend more than a month away from home,
and during most of it you’re under more than a little stress. All
pilots that go through any school, initial or recurrent, are eager
to get through it and go back to their families.

If I am not making you sweat and
getting you a little confused during flight
training, I am wasting my time, your
money and billions of electrons…
Military pilots undergo even more stress than your average
airline driver, and their initial pilot training takes well over
a year.
We civilians are no slouches when it comes to putting pressure on ourselves—or, if we are instructors, on our students.
We GA types not only have to learn most of the same things
that airline pilots do, we usually have to get it done on our own
dime. There is no stress quite like having a rough flight lesson—
and then paying four hundred bucks for it.
Flight training can be fun, and it often is. Who among us has
not slipped our surlies, actual and tangible or simulated and
metaphorical, and had a wonderfully fun and exciting time? We
all have.
On the other hand, I am sure you can remember flight lessons, even in the early pre-solo stages, when you wanted your
mommy and wanted more than a little to simply go home.
Going home is what it is all about because if I do my job
as an instructor and examiner and you do your job as a hardworking student, you will, in actuality, get to go home for real.

For over 50 years, Avemco Insurance Company has insured pilots and the airplanes they
love. Whether you own, borrow, rent, build or instruct, we know how important flying is
to you, so we work to get you back in the air fast after something goes wrong. Call today
and one of our Aviation Insurance Specialists will personalize coverage for what you fly
and how you fly it.

Call (800) 822 9123 or visit
Avemco.com/CessnaFlyer
Get a quote and a free hat.
Avemco.com/CessnaFlyer

Not all coverages or products may be available in all jurisdictions. The description of coverage in these pages is for informaiton purposes only. Actual coverages will vary
based on local law requirements and the terms and conditions of the policy issued. The informiaton described herin does not amend or otherwise affect, the terms and
conditions of any insurance policy issued by Avemco. In the event that a policy is inconsistent with the information described herin, the language of the policy will take
precedence. Free hat offer not availabe in New Mexico. A member of the Tokio Marine HCC group of companies.

ADS0146 (10/15)

Morbid is not a character in “Game of Thrones;” morbid
may be how I sound when I talked about the possibility of not
going home safely after your next flight. We need to face the
fact, however, that unlike your next piano lesson or oil painting
class, there is a chance every time you go flying that you might
not make it home.
Military pilots are so serious and studious in part because
they quite literally don’t get to go home from a combat mission
if they screw up in flight.

The reasons I continued—and still
continue—to teach flying in 2016
are all the pilots and passengers
I have helped to go home.
Airline jocks like myself are all too familiar with the thought
that it isn’t only us that won’t get to go home if we screw up
while flying; the one hundred to three hundred people behind
our cockpit don’t get to go home, either.
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Keep it positive, and enjoy yourself
None of us should dwell on this. There are many other
endeavors that can lead to a not-so-good outcome if you do
them wrong. We should be positive in our outlook and enjoy
where we are as pilots.
Do you want to know the real reasons I began flight
instructing and why I am still doing it today? My motivation
when I began instructing back in 1974 was to impress girls
and make money.
The reasons I continued—and still continue—to teach flying
in 2016 are all the pilots and passengers I have helped to
go home.

Kevin Garrison’s aviation career began at age 15 as a lineboy
in Lakeland, Fla. He came up through General Aviation and
retired as a 767 captain in 2006. Currently Garrison is a DC-9
simulator instructor and a 767 pilot instructor; his professional
writing career has spanned three decades. He lives with the
most patient woman on the planet on a horse farm in Kentucky.
Send questions or comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.

Steve Ells

QUESTIONS
& ANSWERS
Pitch trim trouble with a Cessna 180
and a high oil pressure reading in a 172

Hi Steve,
I own a very nice 1960 Cessna 180 and I’ve been having
some troubles with the pitch trim. You know this airplane
doesn’t use a trim tab; the whole stabilizer moves.
Anyway, I’m having some trouble keeping the airplane in
trim during cruise. I can’t seem to get it centered, if you know
what I mean. It tends to go nose-down automatically.
The other thing that I noticed is the trim wheel is moving
all by itself when I descend. It’s like the faster I go, the more
the airplane wants to increase the nose-down trim. What’s
going on?
—Nose-down Ned

Dear Ned,
Any pitch trim problem is serious.
The pitch trim system on all models of the Cessna 180 and
185 as well as the Cessna 182 from 1956 through 1962 pivoted
the entire horizontal stabilizer through eight-plus degrees of
travel off two attach points at the lower aft end of the rear spar
of the stabilizer.
The parts of the system include the trim wheel with ratchet
and a long cable. That cable is wrapped around the trim wheel
at the forward end and attaches to a length of chain at the aft
end to form a continuous loop.

The links in the chain engage a small sprocket on the bottom
end of a left and a right stabilizer trim jack screw.
Each jack screw consists of the lower end, which is secured
to bracketry within the airframe, and an upper end that gets
longer or shorter as it “screws” in or out depending on the
direction the cockpit trim wheel is turned.
The threads in the jack screw are acme-type threads. The
upper end of each jack screw is attached to brackets that are
riveted to the front spar of the stabilizer.
This system is strong, but there is one major drawback—the
jack screws are located deep within the airframe and access for
maintenance is limited. Because of the lack of access and because
of a dust cover over the upper end of the jack screw, inspection
and lubrication are difficult. Owners cannot perform an inspection
or servicing of the jack screws without A&P supervision.
Lack of cleaning and lubrication of the jack screw assemblies
contributes to wear. And when the threads and “nuts” in the jack
screws wear, the result is “sloppy” trim such as you’re experiencing.
Cessna issued Special Airworthiness Information Bulletin
CE-08-02 on Nov. 2, 2007 alerting owners to this problem.
In addition to wear of the jack screws, lack of maintenance
also affects other critical parts such as the sealed bearing at the
lower end of each jack screw as well as the two lower bushings
and the upper eccentric bushings on each side.
The most common way to access the jack screws is to remove
the rudder and horizontal stabilizer. This sounds like a big job,
but it isn’t; the only maintenance-critical part is making sure

Each jack screw consists
of the lower end, which is
secured to bracketry within
the airframe, and an upper
end that gets longer or
shorter as it “screws” in
or out depending on the
direction the cockpit trim
wheel is turned.
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Get Ready To Stack
Up Your Savings.

WAAS? Check. ADS-B Out? Check. Bluetooth audio? Check. Ease of use? Check.
BendixKing’s stack provides all the new features that you need at a price that
you can afford. So go ahead, give your aircraft the panel it deserves without
breaking the bank. Eligible stack conﬁgurations can earn up to $2,500 off list
price. And remember that your existing BendixKing avionics may also be eligible
for our TradeUp program for even further savings.

To learn more call 1.855.250.7027, contact your
local BendixKing dealer or visit bendixking.com

that the correct hardware is used and that it’s torqued correctly.
There’s another way for an A&P (or aircraft owner,
under A&P supervision) to service the jack screws. In
1981 Cessna issued Service Information Letter SE 81-41
and Service Kit SK185-27.
The bulletin and the kit provided parts and approval to cut
an access panel out of the upper skin of the tailcone and install
a cover. This access panel permits easy access to the jack screws
without having to remove the rudder and stabilizer.
Unfortunately, I haven’t been able to locate one of these service kits. So if the access panels aren’t already installed, you’re
going to be removing and replacing the tail feathers for access.
(An SK185-27 cover plate is listed as an in-stock item with CFA
supporter Univair. Check with the company for availability. —Ed.)
Once you have removed the jack screw assemblies and
attaching parts, there is a procedure in the service manual that
details the inspection and servicing. However, there isn’t any
specific information related to jack screw wear limits.
In my mind, that means if there’s any discernible wear, the
jack screws need to be replaced.
Cessna has single jack screws priced at over $10,000 each. But,
thanks to CFA supporter McFarlane Aviation, new and improved
stabilator jack screw replacement kits are available. They are
approved for installation through STC and are ready to ship.
The McFarlane kit includes all the parts needed to replace every
wear part in the tail jack screw system, including two new jack
screws, a new chain, new bearings, new eccentric bushings, etc.
The McFarlane jack screws are manufactured from duplex
stainless steel. This material is twice as strong as original stain-

less and provides much more resistance to corrosion than the
original Cessna jack screws.
McFarlane sells its stabilator jack screw replacement kits for
$1,861. That’s a deal.
I believe owners of early 182s and all 180 and 185 owners should perform an inspection and lubrication of both jack
screws using the procedure in the service manual.
If the owner doesn’t know when the jack screw inspection
and lubrication was last accomplished, the task should be done
at the next inspection. After that it can be done at 1,000-hour
or 10-year intervals.
For owners that have 180s or 185s on floats, the jack screws
should be serviced at every other annual.
McFarlane recommends servicing its jack screws with grease
that complies with MIL-PRF-23827. AeroShell 7 is one grease
that meets this military performance specification.
Happy flying.

Hi Steve,
When power to the plane is shut off, my oil pressure (OP)
gauge shows something above zero. When the engine is running, it is over 100 pounds. The spec says 90 is max.
My mechanic put another gauge on and found that at high
rpm, the pressure is only 85 to 90.
After several checks, the mechanic pronounced my OP gauge
is reading 20 pounds higher than normal 100 percent of the
time, so a zero adjust could fix it. Is there some sort of zero

continued on page 26...
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adjustment that could make the gauge
read zero when off and correct when on?
He did not know if one existed, and I
saw some taped-over holes on the back
of the gauge, so I wondered. Does anyone know?
—G. Palmer

Hi G,
Your 1975 Cessna 172 has a direct
reading oil pressure gauge. In other
words, oil under pressure is tapped at the
engine and routed directly to the back of
the gauge through a small tube.
This type of gauge is referred to as a
Bourdon-type gauge. To the best of my
knowledge there is no field adjustment.
One option is to remove the gauge and
send it to a company such as Air Parts of
Lock Haven, a longtime association supporter, for rebuilding.
Another option is to make a mark on
the gauge face at its present cruise position—
that mark represents normal cruise OP.
The Lycoming engine in your Cessna is
very happy when cruising at 85 to 90 psi.
Your engine will have to be pretty
tired (i.e., worn internally) for the OP
to decrease much below your “normal”
mark, so if you see the needle below your
mark while in cruise (allowing for a little
drop due to high outside air temperatures
or during extended climbs), you should
take note.
Usually slightly low OP in a four-cylinder Lycoming is caused by letting the oil
quantity drop below six quarts.
I believe the taped-over holes in the back
of your gauge cluster are there because
someone in the past removed the internal
lighting of the cluster and covered the holes.
Happy flying.
Know your FAR/AIM and check with
your mechanic before starting any work.

Steve Ells has been an A&P/IA for 44
years and is a commercial pilot with
instrument and multi-engine ratings. Ells
also loves utility and bush-style airplanes
and operations. He’s a former tech rep
and editor for Cessna Pilots Association
and served as associate editor for AOPA
Pilot until 2008. Ells is the owner of Ells
Aviation (EllsAviation.com) and lives in
Templeton, Calif. with his wife Audrey.
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Send questions and comments to editor@
cessnaflyer.org.

Resources
Further reading
SAIB CE-08-02,“Flight Controls”
and
Cessna Service
Information Letter SE81-41,
“180/185 Stabilizer
Jackscrew Access”
CessnaFlyer.org/forums
SK185-27, Cessna cover plate
Univair Aircraft Corp.
univair.com
Stabilizer Jack Screw Actuator Kit
McFarlane Aviation
mcfarlane-aviation.com
Oil pressure gauge
repair/replacement
Air Parts of Lock Haven
airpartsoflockhaven.com

JOIN the
DISCUSSION
ONLINE

Send your
questions and comments
to:
editor@
CESSNAflyer.org
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STRUT SERVICING:
The Ins and Outs
In the third article in a DIY series for pilots,
A&P Jacqueline Shipe goes through the steps
an owner can take in order to properly service
the struts on their aircraft.
By Jacqueline Shipe
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A

mong the preventive maintenance
items listed in FAR 43 Appendix A
that pilots may legally perform on an airplane that they own is strut servicing.
The struts on any airplane serve
a critical purpose. They provide the
shock absorption necessary to prevent
the airframe structure from enduring
too much stress from the impact loads
incurred on landings.
Even taxi operations impose stress on
an airframe every time the gear hits a
bump or uneven surface.
The strut absorbs the bulk of these
loads and prevents them from being
transmitted to the airframe.
Types of struts
There are several different kinds of struts
used for shock absorption. Over the years
aircraft manufacturers have used different materials to limit the stress from the
impact of landing. Some have used rubber
biscuits, bungee cords and spring steel.
The most common type found on most
planes (and the only type used on fairly
heavy planes from light twins all the way
up to airliners) is the hydraulic air/oil
cylinder, also referred to in some manuals as oleo struts. The oleo strut is very
reliable, can withstand tremendous loads
and is fairly simple in its design.
The oleo strut uses air pressure and
hydraulic fluid to create a spring effect.
The strut consists of an outer housing
called a cylinder and an inner piston that is
connected to the nose fork or to the main
wheel axle. The piston portion of the strut
is the part that actuates up and down.
There are different styles and configurations, but all struts house hydraulic

fluid in the lower section of the strut and
compressed air (or nitrogen) in the upper
section. As the piston is driven into the
cylinder upon landing, the fluid is forced
through an opening called an orifice that
slows the rate of the flow.
Some manufacturers make use of a
metering pin connected to the piston.
The pin is mounted so that it is forced
upward through the orifice along with
the fluid. It protrudes up through the orifice, is slim in the middle and wider on
both ends.
Its shape is tapered so that as the piston reaches the top portion of its travel,
less and less fluid can fit through the
opening. This gradually slows the fluid
flow and decelerates the piston. Meanwhile
the pressure of the compressed air is being
steadily increased as the piston travels
upward and reduces the volume of space
in the upper chamber.
Eventually the increased pressure
of the compressed air overcomes the
decreasing fluid pressure and forces the
piston to extend. As the fluid flows in
the other direction, its flow is impeded
at a steady rate by the opposite end of
the metering pin, gradually slowing the
fluid flow in the opposite direction. This
results in dampening out any oscillations
and returning the airplane to its normal
static height above the ground.
Some models don’t use metering pins
but have metering tubes with various
sized holes in them that slow the rate of
flow as the piston reaches either end of
its travel. Some manufacturers don’t use
either metering pins or tubes, but instead
use restrictor plates with orifices in them
to produce the same effect.

Engine
Preservation
System
Condensation build up inside your
engine can and will cause oxidation,
resulting in rusty corroded internal
parts. Tempest’s engine preservation
system (EPS) could save you
hundreds of dollars in repairs by
reducing engine condensation that
results in corrosion.

Model Nos. AA1000EPS,
AA1000EPS-INT
(international version)

Kit Includes: EPS system, 1 lb of
desiccant, oil filler adapters for both
TCM and Lycoming. International
version includes all this plus 220V
convertor and all adapters for
various plug-in styles.

This Cessna nose strut is overinflated. Overinflation of
a nose strut can make steering difficult because there is
a centering cam that is designed to keep the nose wheel
straight once the strut is extended. Too much air pressure
can cause the cam to engage on the ground and make
steering difficult or impossible.

Fluid and air: both are vital
On any model, the strut has to have
the correct amount of fluid and air to
work properly. The fluid used for strut
servicing is MIL-H-5606 (red) mineralbased hydraulic fluid.
5606 is sold by the gallon and in
quarts. It is nice to keep a supply on
hand not only for struts, but also to refill
brake and gear reservoirs. Typically it
takes around a gallon of hydraulic fluid
to service three struts.
Nitrogen is better than compressed air
for strut servicing because it is drier and
doesn’t vary in pressure as much as air; it
is also less corrosive to the inside of the
strut housing.
However, nitrogen is not always readily available. A person needs a regulator
and high-pressure hose in addition to a
nitrogen bottle, and the cost for all the
items can exceed $500.
If nitrogen is not available, air pressure
from a standard air compressor is usually sufficient to air up a nose strut. Nose
struts don’t require as much pressure as
main struts.
All the single engine Cessna series only
have an inflatable strut on the nose; the
mains are solid or tubular steel.
If the pressure required is beyond the
capability of a standard air compressor,
a booster can increase compressor air to
a high enough level to inflate the struts.
These are available for around $200.
Though Piper aircraft can require 200
psi, single engine Cessna nose struts don’t
require that much pressure. As long as
the tail can be lowered a little, a regular
air compressor that produces at least 130
psi works fine for Cessna singles.
Twin Cessna main and nose struts,
however, do require a lot of pressure. It
would be best on a twin Cessna (or any
twin, period) to always use nitrogen,
due to the increased weight of a twin
engine plane and the more extreme
temperature changes.
Servicing a strut
The tools a person needs to service a strut include about three feet
of clear flexible tubing with a ¼ inch
(inside diameter) opening to fit over the
Schrader valve; a valve stem tool; and an
empty gallon size container to catch the
old fluid.
The airplane needs to be jacked, or at
least have the nose raised if only the nose
is being serviced.
With the airplane jacked, remove the
valve stem slowly from the filler valve in
the top of the strut. It is best to loosen it
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Overinflation or underinflation can affect the
operation of the squat
switch on this Cessna 210.

PowerFlite®
Alternator

Approved on Cessna 172R,
172S, 182S, 182T & T182T

Direct identical
FAA/PMA certified
replacement
•
Identical mounting
points and drive pulley
•
No modification
necessary
•
Lower "Come-In Speed"
•
Competitive cores
accepted
•
2 year warranty

Clear tubing is
connected to a Cessna
nose strut in preparation for strut servicing.

A discarded can or container and a section of clear
hose will be needed in order to catch old hydraulic
fluid as it is pushed out during strut servicing.

The last stroke of the bleeding process used to fill a Cessna nose
strut with hydraulic fluid shows the fluid in the tubing is coming
out in a solid stream with no air bubbles.

A quantity of MIL-H-5606A hyraulic fluid is needed to service struts. Granville’s sealant
added to the hydraulic fluid can help revitalize old seals and is FAA approved.
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enough to release the air pressure, and then
remove it the rest of the way after the pressure has bled off. A small spray of hydraulic fluid comes out with the air pressure,
so it’s a good idea to have a rag handy.
Once the valve stem has been removed,
push the tubing over the open Schrader
valve and insert the other end into the
empty container. Next, push the strut up
to its fully collapsed position. Any old
fluid will be shoved out.
Then remove the container with the
old fluid and insert the hose into a can
with at least a half-gallon of clean new
hydraulic fluid. Next, pull the strut down
to its maximum extended position. The
suction will pull in the fluid; it will continue to siphon for a few seconds after
the strut is fully extended.
Next, slowly push the strut up to its
fully collapsed position. As some of the
fluid is pushed back out, air bubbles will
come out too.
Extend the strut again, and repeat the
process until all of the fluid comes out as
a solid stream on the compression stroke.
Once all of the air bubbles are
removed, the strut will be considerably
more difficult to push up to its collapsed
position. Once the strut is fully collapsed,
the hose should then be removed from
the valve and the valve core reinstalled.
This process is called bleeding the
strut, and it’s the only way to get the
proper amount of hydraulic fluid into the
inner chambers of the cylinder.
There is no way to simply pump a little fluid in to the strut; the strut must be
filled using this bleeding process. If the
process isn’t followed, large air pockets
in the lower chamber can cause the strut
to collapse under a load.
Once the strut is filled with fluid, it can
then be aired up with either nitrogen or
compressed air through a strut booster.
After the airplane is lowered off the
jacks, the final adjustments can be made
by releasing a little of the pressure by
depressing the valve core for a split second at a time.
Generally main struts should be inflated so that around five inches of the piston is exposed, and nose struts to around
four inches.
The exact range for each model can be
found in the service manual. The struts
should be inflated so that they are within
the proper range even when the airplane
is fully loaded.
Troubleshooting struts
Properly serviced struts should have a
certain amount of buoyancy about them.

Struts that are filled with air pressure
but are low on hydraulic fluid tend to
stick in place. Struts that stay extended
for a period of time after a plane has
landed and then suddenly collapse are
also typically low on fluid.
Any sort of a knocking noise from the
nose strut during taxi operations or upon
landing is an indication that it is bottoming out due to it being low on fluid, air,
or both.
If a strut is low on fluid, it is usually
because the rubber seals have gotten old
and hardened. There is generally a rubber wiper ring and a large rubber O-ring
with one or more backup rings in the
strut housing. These rings harden and
become brittle over time, especially in
cold weather.
Granville’s Aircraft Hydraulic and
Strut Sealant is an FAA approved product that can be mixed with hydraulic
fluid and added to the struts during the
servicing process. It doesn’t cause the
seals to swell, but it does cause them to
soften and become more flexible, much
as they were in their original state.
This additive works well, once enough
of it gets into contact with the seals.
After it is first added, the strut may still
go flat a time or two and need to be reaired before it finally holds.
Properly serviced struts help to soften landings and prevent damage to the
airframe, and keeping the struts in good
shape will pay off big in the long run.

Selected by the
Gold Standard
The innovative exclusive
features of Tempest's
Spark Plugs and Oil Filters
makes Tempest the
Supplier of Choice for
Continental Motors!

Aviation
Spark Plug
EXCLUSIVE FEATURE:

Fired In Resistor Guaranteed to
Never Exceed
5k Ohms

Aviation
Spin-On
Oil Filter
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Jacqueline Shipe grew up in an aviation
home; her dad was a flight instructor.
She soloed at age 16 and went on to get
her CFII and ATP certificate. Shipe also
attended Kentucky Tech and obtained an
airframe and powerplant license. She has
worked as a mechanic for the airlines and
on a variety of General Aviation planes.
She’s also logged over 5,000 hours of
flight instruction time. Send question or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.

Resources
Appendix A to Part 43,
“Major Alterations,
Major Repairs and
Preventive Maintenance”
ecfr.gov
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Discover true engine
performance,
Upgrade your engine
to Tempest today!

Aircraft Instrument Systems:
A Brief Guide by Mike Berry
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Do you know what instruments
you can rely on to provide
accurate information when the
unexpected happens? A&P
Mike Berry discloses what you
absolutely need to know about
your aircraft instruments.

A

ircraft instruments have been a
part of aviation since the first
flight of the Wright Flyer, which was
equipped with a stopwatch, an anemometer (to measure wind speed) and
a tachometer.
With the increase of flight activity in
the early years of aviation, aircraft instruments were invented to provide necessary
information to pilots for precise control
and navigation of their aircraft.
As a pilot and aircraft owner, it is
important to understand not only how
aircraft instruments work, but also to be
knowledgeable of the systems that they
interface with.
The maintenance and care of an aircraft,
including its systems and required inspections, are tasks that the aircraft owner is
responsible for—and they are not easy.
In this article I will give some insight
into instrument repair and replacement
options as well as the maintenance and
repair of systems that drive these systems.

While this Cessna
T182 Turbo
Skylane has a
Garmin 1000 glass
display, it still has
the same basic pitot
and static systems
as older aircraft.

The basics, and some
important questions
All modern aircraft, whether the aircraft has digital or analog instruments,
share the same basic pitot and static
systems. These systems deliver a very
slight pressure to the instruments that
they serve, and instrument accuracy is
impacted by even slight variations. Leaks,
disturbed air or even partial blockage in
the lines serving instruments such as the
altimeter, airspeed, and vertical speed
indicators will certainly affect accuracy.
There are other systems that are electrical or mechanical in nature and for
the most part are self-energized such as
the tachometer, oil pressure and oil temperature gauges. While the latest models
of aircraft have electrically powered
instrumentation, the majority of General
Aviation aircraft still retain the self-powered instruments as a matter of reliability
and economics.
It is important as an aircraft owner
and pilot to know the basics. In case of a
total electrical failure, what instruments
can you rely on to continue to provide

you with accurate information? For
example, fuel quantity gauges on most
aircraft require electrical power and will
not be reliable with the electrical system
shut down.
Consider the vacuum system that powers most General Aviation gyroscopic
instruments such as an artificial horizon
(AH) and gyroscopic heading indicator
(DG). When a vacuum pump fails, what
instruments can you rely on?
Will your autopilot work? Will a failure of one vacuum instrument cause the
other vacuum instruments to fail shortly
thereafter? How about the old turn-andbank or more modern turn coordinator
instrument; how are they powered?
Turn coordinators are electrically
powered; a turn-and-bank is powered
by vacuum from the engine-driven
vacuum pump.
The most important aspect of any
gyroscopic instrument is that a failure
may not be immediately noticeable
unless the aircraft is equipped with a
warning system.
In the case of a failed pump supplying
vacuum pressure to gyroscopic instruments, the instruments will decelerate
and become inaccurate over a minute
or two, not in mere seconds. This inaccuracy over time can cause a pilot to
lose control of the aircraft by following
a slowly dying gyro into the ground.
Several fatal accidents have occurred
over the years for just this reason, and a
low vacuum warning can be a lifesaver.
The rules concerning aircraft instruments
FAR 91.205 specifies required instruments for VFR flight for the most basic
aircraft. These consist of an airspeed
indicator, altimeter, compass, fuel quantity, oil temperature and pressure, and
tachometer. These instruments must be
operational for an aircraft to be considered airworthy.
There may be additional required
instruments associated with the specific operations of the aircraft (such as
instrument flight rules) and even some
instrument requirements specified by

ADs, Type Certificate Data Sheets, flight
manuals or supplements and STCs.
It is up to the pilot in command to
determine that the required instruments
are operational before flight, and that the
instruments are certified for the operation intended. While some instruments
may legally be inoperative, consideration
must be given as to how an inoperative
instrument will affect the operation of
the aircraft.
Additional rules concerning aircraft
instruments according to 14CFR 65.81,
General Privileges and Limitations, are
that “… a certificated mechanic… is not
permitted to… accomplish any repair to
or alteration of instruments. These activities are reserved for certificated repairmen at an authorized repair station.”
This means that anything other than
an external adjustment of an instrument—including installing a compass
repair kit—is not authorized.
Static systems test and inspection for
IFR flight is required by FAR 91.411 and
must be accomplished every 24 months
or “Except for the use of system drain
and alternate static pressure valves, following any opening and closing of the
static pressure system, that system has
been tested and inspected and found to
comply with paragraph (a), appendix
E, of part 43 of this chapter; and (3)
Following installation or maintenance on
the automatic pressure altitude reporting system of the ATC transponder
where data correspondence error could
be introduced, the integrated system has
been tested, inspected, and found to comply with paragraph (c), appendix E, of
part 43 of this chapter.”
This means a certificated mechanic
with the proper test equipment can
certify only the static system (checking
for leaks) and not the altimeter or transponder portion which is referenced in
FAR 43 appendix E.
How instruments operate,
and why they fail
Traditional (steam gauge) aircraft
instruments can be grouped according
to their operating systems.
Pressure instruments
Pressure flight instruments operate
off of the static and pitot system, are
self-powered and extremely sensitive
diaphragm-type instruments relying only
on variations in pressure to operate.
These pressure variations are transmitted mechanically by gears and a jeweled
movement as a result of the extension
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and retractions of the diaphragm.
As with anything mechanical, age takes
its toll on the accuracy of pressure instruments such as the airspeed, altimeter and
vertical speed indicator (VSI). These instruments are affected by moisture as well as
dust and dirt, and should be kept clean.
Cloudy or dusty-looking instruments
may mean that the system is contaminated and the static system must be purged
of moisture or dust and the instruments
promptly repaired or replaced. Leakage
sometimes occurs between the instrument glass and outer case as well as inside
system fittings. Sealants become inflexible
over time and lose their ability to keep the
system closed. Leakage must not be tolerated, as the accuracy of all the instruments
in that system is compromised.
Aircraft instruments are delicate and
require special equipment and training to
be successfully repaired.
Vacuum instruments
Vacuum operated (gyroscopic) instruments have been very reliable over the
years, with very few actual failures of the
instruments themselves; however, these
instruments are subject to malfunction
when an aircraft vacuum system fails.
Vacuum system failures can be prevented with proper care and maintenance
(or replacement of components) as specified by the aircraft manufacturer.
One often-overlooked procedure is to
check the vacuum gauge reading in your
aircraft against a calibrated gauge. This
ensures that the actual vacuum/pressure is set correctly, as over-pressure or
under-pressure compromises accuracy,
increases wear and creates an opportunity for failure of instruments or the
entire system. Another often-overlooked
but recommended procedure is to replace
both pressure and vacuum filters on an
annual basis.
When replacing a vacuum pump due
to a failure, ensure that all hoses, filters
and fittings are checked for contamination from foreign material as not only is
the newly-installed pump at risk of failure, the instruments may also fail due to
foreign material contamination.
Vacuum instruments are mechanical
devices that operate with a gyro spinning
at high speed powered by jets of vacuum
or pressure impacting on small cups
machined into the gyro rotor. The precision-balanced rotor is suspended by a shaft
and supported by tiny bearings which are
lubricated when the instrument is assembled. There is no provision for lubrication other than when the unit is disas-

This panel of this Skylane is
equipped with a low vacuum
warning and voltmeter.

EGT instrumentation must use the correct
color-coded wiring and may not be spliced,
repaired, or in any way modified from the
original configuration, including length.

Instruments such as these are often sold on eBay in unknown
condition, and may not operate or cannot be repaired. If you
are buying an instrument at a flea market or on eBay, you
should not only ensure that it can be repaired and certified,
but make certain that it is appropriate to your aircraft.

Instrument repair shops operate as FAA approved repair
stations and while all instrument shops adhere to the same
FAA rules, some shops may be authorized to do specific
repairs while others may not.

Inaccurate readings of an airspeed indicator can
have a definite impact on performance and overall
safety. This example is unairworthy.

The compass is a required instrument and must have a correction card. According to 14CFR 65.81, General Privileges and
Limitations, repair to or alteration of instruments are reserved
for certificated repairmen at an authorized repair station.

Fuel gauges must be operational, and
most can be repaired.

Many airspeed indicators are aircraft-specific;
know your requirements before purchase.

sembled during maintenance or repair.
Gyros rarely fail without some type
of warning which may be indicated by
excessive drift or precession, noisy or
erratic operation. Inactivity really takes
its toll on these instruments as the lubrication that is on the tiny bearings tends
to drip or wick away from the actual
bearing surfaces when the instrument is
at rest for long periods of time.
Electric instruments
Electrically powered instruments can
be of several different configurations,
from a simple fuel quantity sender or
flap position sender (variable resistor)
and indicator, to an electrical tachometer
powered by a small generator (though
a flexible mechanical cable between the
engine and the gauge in the instrument
panel is more common).
EGT and CHT gauges are usually selfpowered relying on dissimilar metals in
the sender or sensor to generate an electrical signal directly to the gauge on the
instrument panel. The color coding of the
wires is important as senders with different color coding than the instrument will
not be compatible.
Sending units and wiring for CHT/
EGT gauges must not be repaired,
spliced, or in any way modified from the
original configuration—including length.
If it’s broken, replace it.
Anything electrical is subject to the
effects of vibration, corrosion and broken
(open) connections; remember this in
your troubleshooting routine.
Also significant in any electrical instrument installation is that individual components of a system are in most cases
not interchangeable. For example, a
Rochester brand gauge must be connected to a specific type of sender unit
intended for use with the Rochester
gauge; a Stewart Warner brand
sender may not work properly with a
Rochester gauge.
Mistakes can be costly; check the schematic diagrams for the proper wiring,
refer to the parts manual for the compatible component, and physically check
that the item is what is actually installed
in the aircraft you are working on.
Electrical components do wear out
and/or deteriorate over time and malfunction, even if the item is rarely used.
Good preventive maintenance practices—
such as keeping moisture off of connections, proper routing and attachment
of wiring, and reducing airframe vibration—can go a long way in avoiding premature instrument and electrical failures.
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Repair options
Finding a shop that will work on
older instruments is becoming difficult
if not impossible, and often ownerpilots are left with no option but to
replace an instrument.
The rules of requiring approved technical data covering repairs and overhauls,
approved parts sourcing and proper
repair and test equipment are alive and
well in the aircraft instrument arena. For
this reason, many instruments that were
original equipment on General Aviation
aircraft 30 to 50 years ago are no longer
supported and are not repairable.
Authorized shops
Instrument repair shops operate as
FAA approved repair stations and while
all instrument shops adhere to the same
FAA rules, some shops may be authorized to do repairs while others may not.
Do some checking around to see if
you can find a shop that does repair
older instruments. There are some, such
as Air Parts of Lock Haven, that specialize in older aircraft instruments and in
fact have repair station authority to do
extensive repairs.

It is up to the pilot in command to determine that
the required instruments
are operational before
flight, and that the instruments are certified for the
operation intended.
Air Parts of Lock Haven also has
access to repair parts sources that other
shops may not have. Air Parts of Lock
Haven repairs older instruments and can
also duplicate original instrument dials
and faces.
Radioactive components
Many instruments that were supplied
as original equipment in the 1940s and
1950s and even into the 1960s came
with luminous dials and markings which
happen to be radioactive and are now
considered hazardous material.
If you have one of these instruments,
it must be shipped as hazardous material
with all the markings, shipping labels and
details that pertain to hazardous material. Few shops are equipped to handle this
material and will refuse the shipment.
At last check, Air Parts of Lock Haven
can receive these instruments and has
authority to handle the material, but the

instrument will not be returned with the
radioactive dials.
General shipping information
Any instrument that requires shipment
to a repair shop must be packaged properly—as if you were shipping eggs—and
the package should be marked as fragile
and insured.
It would be prudent to call the instrument shop you are shipping to and ask
for a carton to ship an instrument in
and wait a few days for the container
to arrive rather than risk damage to the
instrument in shipping.
Unfortunately, shipping companies
can and do damage aviation material—
and an insurance adjuster’s value of the
instrument may be much less than what a
functional instrument may actually cost.
Buyer beware
A word to the wise: if you are buying an instrument at a flea market or
on eBay, not only ensure that it can be
repaired and certified, but make certain
that it is appropriate to your aircraft.
Markings on a replacement airspeed
indicator, for example, must be specific
to the make and model of aircraft, and
the details may be found in an official
flight manual, TCDS, STC-related flight
manual supplement, or even AD notes or
Service Bulletins.
If you send in an airspeed indicator
with a specific aircraft manufacturers’
part number, what you will get back is a
repaired or a replacement airspeed indicator that will have the markings appropriate to that particular part number—
which may or may not have the correct
markings for your aircraft. There is no
choice here as to changing the markings,
and adding or deleting marks is not permitted by the FAA.
The importance of accuracy
for performance
The performance listed for your aircraft was obtained when the aircraft,
engine and propeller were new, and the
aircraft was rigged properly, loaded to
the most favorable center of gravity
location and flown by a test pilot under
optimum atmospheric conditions with
accurate instrumentation. While it is
possible to duplicate the published performance numbers with an older aircraft,
everything must be nearly perfect to do
so, and accurate instrumentation plays a
big role.
Although digital instrumentation is
replacing analog instruments and equip-

As a pilot or aircraft owner/operator it is very important that you properly
maintain aircraft instruments and associated systems as well as seek repairs
or replacement at the first sign of any deficiency.

Fuel quantity senders wear
out and need to be serviced
by an approved facility.

Post World War II instruments such as the ones installed in this early
model Cessna 172 may have luminous dials that contain radium. Few repair
shops are equipped to handle this material and may refuse the shipment.
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ment, much of the instrumentation still
relies on precise pitot or static system
pressure which is then delivered to the
computer or other device to indicate airspeed, altitude or vertical speed.
So, unless you have precise pressure,
the 78 knots indicated you are using to
achieve best rate of climb may not be
exactly 78 knots. In addition, mechanical
tachometers, whether due to age or inactivity, have a history of being inaccurate.
Inaccurate readings from just these
two instruments—airspeed and tachometer—can have a very definite impact on
performance and overall safety, as the
aircraft will not achieve published performance numbers.
Most, if not all, aircraft maintenance
shops have tachometer checking equipment and the calibrated tachometer
checker should be used to compare
required static rpm listed on the TCDS to
the aircraft’s actual full-throttle revolutions per minute. An aircraft tachometer
can easily differ from the published
requirements by 100 rpm or more and
some aircraft are rejected during annual
inspection because of this.
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Practical application
Any aircraft owner knows that aircraft
are expensive to maintain and there is
no indication that costs will come down.
Aircraft instruments are no exception;
however, there are some economical ways
to determine if you do have instruments
that are in need of repair or replacement.
System leaks
Static system leaks, for example, can
often be discovered by some simple
tests. Does the VSI, airspeed or altimeter
needle move when a door or window is
closed or opened while on the ground
with the engine not running? When you
open the cabin heat valve or a window
in flight, do any of the three instruments
just mentioned move abruptly?
Unusual temporary indications may
indicate a leaking system component
such as an alternate static port, leaking
instrument glass or a broken or cracked
moisture trap.
Altitude discrepancies
Also consider the effect of modifications to your aircraft, as these may

impact the static system and overall
instrument accuracy. An example of this
was an aircraft that was modified with a
cargo pod and several electronic sensors
for aerial survey operations.
When the modifications were completed, the aircraft was test flown and at
higher altitudes (in the teens). An instrument accuracy check revealed a 900-foot
error in the actual altitude versus indicated altitude.
Errors such as this are rare, but can
happen, so be especially vigilant when
multiple modifications are made to an
aircraft. The possible combined effect
these may have on actual versus indicated altitude is worth examining.
An unofficial altitude comparison can
be made between a GPS unit’s derived
altitude and the indicated altitude while
in flight. Large errors—such as a difference of a few hundred feet or more—
should be cause for further investigation
into pressure instrument (altimeter) and
static system accuracy.
Electrical fuel quantity
Fuel gauges are another set of instru-

ments that are known to be inaccurate,
yet pilots rely on them. A typical electrical fuel quantity system on General
Aviation aircraft consists of three parts:
the sending unit (using a variable resistor
attached to a mechanical arm/float),
electrical wiring, and an indicator in
the cockpit.
The sending unit attached to the fuel
tank can fail mechanically or electrically,
or provide inaccurate readings as both
parts can wear or age. The float can
absorb fuel and partially sink, providing
an erroneous indication. Electrical wiring
can become corroded or disconnected,
and if a complete circuit is not maintained, may indicate full all the time (or
empty all the time).
Some basic troubleshooting by a technician with a voltmeter and schematic
can determine the offending component
fairly quickly—especially when the plane
is opened up for annual inspection.
A fuel gauge indicating the quantity of
fuel in each tank is one of the required
instruments according to FAR 91.205,
and most (if not all) components—even
on the most ancient aircraft—can be

repaired or replaced to make the system
work properly.
Be proactive
As a pilot or aircraft owner/operator
it is very important that you properly
maintain aircraft instruments and associated systems as well as seek repairs
or replacement at the first sign of any
deficiency. Operating an aircraft with a
faulty or inoperative instrument can have
serious consequences.
Maintenance personnel conducting an
annual or 100-hour inspection should
not return an aircraft to service, and
pilots should not conduct flights with
inoperative instrumentation or equipment required by FAR 91.205.

Michael Berry, a former aircraft repair
shop owner, is a multi-engine rated ATP
(757/727). In addition, he’s a turbo jet
flight engineer, an A&P/IA mechanic,
airplane owner and 121 air carrier captain. Berry has 15,000-plus pilot hours.
Send questions or comments to editor@
cessnaflyer.org.

Resources
Air Parts of Lock Haven
airpartsoflockhaven.com
Further reading
FAR 91.205
“Powered civil aircraft with
standard category U.S.
airworthiness certificates:
Instrument and
equipment requirements”
FAR 91.411
“Altimeter system and
altitude reporting equipment
tests and inspections”
Appendix E to FAR Part 43
“Altimeter System Test and Inspection”
14CFR 65.81
“General Privileges and Limitations”
All of the above documents
are available at the FAA website:
rgl.faa.gov
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Muscling
Up Your 182
Contributing editor Steve Ells gives a comprehensive report
on engine upgrades available for Cessna 182 owners.
By Steve Ells

S

ome say the Cessna 182 is one of
only a few airplanes that can do it all.
182s can haul a load and have a
very wide center of gravity envelope—
although it’s easy to get beyond the forward limit with two aboard and full fuel.
A 182 holds its own during short takeoff and landing (STOL) operations; the
original engine and prop combination
works well and is suited for the airframe;
it’s an excellent instrument platform;
and, unlike many four-place light airplanes, it’s one four-place that can fill all
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seats and still carry enough fuel for
a three-hour mission.
Increased MTOW
The 182 was first produced in 1956
with a MTOW of 2,650 pounds. A redesign in 1962 introduced the 182E that
had a 2,800-pound MTOW. In 1970,
the MTOW jumped again; this time, to
2,950 pounds.
In 1981 the MTOW was upped to
3,100 pounds. It remained there until
1986, when production was shut down.

Photo courtesy Textron Aviation

When Cessna again began building the
182 in 1997, the 182S models had a ramp
weight and a MTOW of 3,110 pounds.

for a Cessna 182. The document lists 24
hours for the same change on a R182
and 30 hours for a turbocharged engine.

Powerplant progress
A 230 hp six-cylinder Continental
O-470-L engine was standard for the 182
through the 182D (1956-1961). In 1962
with the 182E, the 230 hp O-470-R
engine became standard and remained
until 1975 when the O-470-S replaced it.
In 1977 the O-470-U engine became
standard. Continental bumped the compression ratios from 7.0:1 up to 8.6:1 in
the -U engine. Due to the low compression ratios, the previous iterations of
the O-470 would operate just fine on
non-ethanol auto gas under STCs sold
by EAA and Petersen Aviation; the -U
engines had to be fueled with 100 octane
Avgas. The -U produced the same 230 hp
by reducing takeoff rpm to 2,400 from
2,600. This change was made to reduce
propeller noise.
When production was restarted, new
182S and 182T models were powered by
a 230 hp fuel-injected Lycoming IO-540AB1A5 engine. In 2001 a turbocharged
engine, the 235 hp TIO-540-AK1A, was
an option in the T182T.

Carbureted or fuel-injected?
All Cessna 182 powerplant upgrade
options approved by STC are either carbureted or are an upgrade to fuel injection. All of the fuel-injected engine
upgrades require the use of 100
octane Avgas.
You may ask why someone willing to
pay for a power upgrade would choose
to install a carbureted engine when
there’s a fuel-injected engine available.
There are some economic and operational reasons to choose a carbureted
engine upgrade.
First off, the installation of any of the
fuel-injected engines requires extensive
airframe fuel system modifications. This
is no small task. Header tanks must be
installed under the cockpit floor; a new
fuel selector valve, an electrical boost

Upgrade Utopia
Not too long ago the only engine
option for 182 owners was the original
equipment Continental 230 hp sixcylinder O-470 (-L, -R or -S) engine.
These engines are carbureted. Low compression ratios (7.0:1) allow the use of
non-ethanol auto gas after purchasing a
STC. There are no auto gas approvals for
engines requiring 100 octane Avgas.
Today there are eight United States
companies that hold approvals for
engine upgrades. These include Air Plains
Services in Wellington, Kan.; Alamo
Aerospace in Decatur, Tex; Forced
Aeromotive Technologies in Englewood,
Colo; John Jewell in Holly Springs,
Miss.; Peterson’s Performance Plus in
El Dorado, Kan.; P. Ponk on Camano
Island, Wash; Texas Skyways in Boerne,
Tex. and Wipaire in South St. Paul, Minn.
and Leesburg, Fla.
Flat rate manual and the labor factor
The Cessna “Removal and Installation
Labor Allowance Manual”—also called
a “flat rate manual”—provides some
guidelines for labor costs.
This Cessna manual, part number
D5471-13, published in January 1983,
cites 21 technician hours to complete a
simple engine change—called an R&R—
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Unlike many four-place light
airplanes, the 182 is one fourplace that can fill all seats
and still carry enough fuel for
a three-hour mission.
pump and rigid fuel delivery and vapor
return lines must also be installed.
Air Plains says buyers should budget
160 man-hours of labor for the field
installation of one of its 300 hp fuelinjected IO-520 or IO-550 engines.
The installation of a carbureted engine
upgrade, on the other hand, is very simple. John Jewell cites 10 to 20 additional
man-hours (its three-bladed prop requires
the installation of a heavy-duty engine
mount) above the Cessna flat rate figure
of 21 hours to affect the swap. So there’s
a big economic factor.
The second consideration is operational. A heat-soaked fuel-injected engine can
be difficult to start, although most pilots
that are experienced with this problem
have worked out a dependable solution.
But there’s always the possibility that the
engine won’t catch.
For owners and operators that can’t
afford a “hung” start—to use a turbine
engine term—fuel-injection can be a gamble. Only carbureted motors are immune
from fuel-caused starting problems.
On the other hand, a properly set up
fuel-injection system will permit the pilot

more operating options. Owner pilot Ken
Foster decided to upgrade his Cessna
182Q to a 300 hp (285 hp continuous)
IO-520 fuel-injected engine modification
from Air Plains after his second serious
carburetor icing encounter during a flight
home from the San Francisco area.
Foster’s home base is Truckee-Tahoe
Airport (KTRK) in Truckee, Calif. where
the field elevation is more than 5,800
feet. “The plane climbs much faster [with
the IO-520 engine] and is great when the
density altitude is 8,000 feet at my home
airport,” Foster told me.
When Foster upgraded, the Air Plains
IO-550 engine was not available. Since
both engines are on the same Air Plains
STC, he told me that he will opt to
install the more advanced -550 when it’s
time to retire his existing engine.
Fuel-injected engines also offer the
ability for the pilot to balance fuel flows
at each cylinder. Balanced fuel flows
give the pilot the option to choose leanof-peak (LOP) mixture settings during
cruise operations. LOP operations not
only reduce fuel flows and cylinder head
temperatures (CHT), they also reduce the
amount of lead deposits in the engine oil
and on valve stems and piston crowns.
Jack Johnson of Texas Skyways maintains that owners can get almost as much
performance for a lot less money by
installing one of his carbureted engines.
All of the carbureted engine
upgrades—except the Forced Aeromotive
supercharger upgrade, discussed next—
supply more power than the original
engines. However, none match the power
output of the fuel-injected upgrades.
“Fuel injection provides uncompromised fuel efficiency and horsepower,”
said Katie Church at Air Plains. “It eliminates issues with carb ice and uneven fuel
distribution.
“Continental warranty stands behind
the fuel injection and only produces a
fuel-injected engine,” she added.
Just install a supercharger
Forced Aeromotive
Forced Aeromotive Technologies holds
approval for the installation of a beltdriven supercharger on all O-470-R, -S,
and -U engines on Cessna 182E through
182R airplanes and on the engines modified by the P. Ponk STC (discussed in the
next section).
This mod uses a proven scroll-type
compressor system that bolts onto the
engine and can be installed without
removing the engine. Since the supercharger is belt-driven (and requires

Photo courtesy Air Plains

Forced Aeromotive uses a proven scroll-type compressor system that bolts onto the engine and can be installed without
removing the engine. Since the supercharger is belt-driven (and
requires about 4 hp), no exhaust system changes are required.

Photo courtesy P. Ponk Aviation

Photo courtesy Forced Aeromotive

The 182XP package from Air Plains is approved for the 1965 182H through the 1986 182R. Both the IO-520 (300 hp for
five minutes; 285 continuous) and the IO-550 (300 hp continuous) are approved for installation; Hartzell, McCauley and
MT propellers are approved for installation on both engines.

Bins of parts are being readied for assembly into a P. Ponk
Super Eagle engine. The installation of a carbureted engine
upgrade is very simple, and only carbureted motors are immune
from fuel-caused starting problems.

Photo courtesy Texas Skyways

Texas Skyways’ STCs modify
fuel-injected engines such as the
Continental IO-520 and IO-550
by removing the fuel-injection
system, replacing the original
pistons with 7.5:1 pistons and
installing a carburetor. This
photo shows a O-550F/TS engine
that produces 285 hp and has a
TBO of 2,500 hours.

Photo courtesy John Jewell

John Jewell (left) offers an STC
that increases the carburetor
main jet size on the O-470-U
engine. The upgrade allows an
increase of 225 rpm at takeoff
to 2,625 rpm. The TBO for this
252 hp engine is 2,000 hours.

Photo courtesy P. Ponk Aviation

The O-470-50 Super Eagle is built from an O-470-R, -S
or -U engine case with the addition of 520-sized cylinders. The engine weighs only four pounds more but produces 35 to 45 more horsepower. P. Ponk’s Super Eagle
is STC’d for installation on 182 through 182G model
airplanes.
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about 4 hp), no exhaust system changes
are required.
According to Rod Sage, chief engineer
at Forced Aeromotive, this system will
provide 65 percent power at 12,500 feet.
The STC requires the use of 100 octane
fuel. The system weighs just over 30
pounds and is warranted for six years or
1,800 hours.
Carburetor-style power upgrades
All of the carbureted engine upgrades
require very little airframe modification.
Almost all the labor takes place forward
of the firewall and consists mainly
changing a few minor items during
the R&R of the engines. One vendor
claims only 10 to 20 hours additional
labor is required.
Texas Skyways
Texas Skyways’ STCs modify fuelinjected engines such as the Continental
IO-520 and IO-550 by removing the
fuel-injection system, replacing the original 8.5:1 compression ratio pistons with
7.5:1 pistons and installing a carburetor.
Johnson re-labels these the O-520F/TS
(280 hp) and the O-550F/TS (285 hp).
Johnson also holds a STC to install what
he calls the O-470U/TS which is a -U
engine that’s been modified to permit a
takeoff rpm of 2,625. Johnson says this
modification results in an engine that
produces 250 hp.
All of these upgrades are approved for
installation on all 182s up through the
1986 182s. Johnson says these engines
have a 2,500-hour TBO.
Texas Skyways also holds FAA approval for the installation of a bunch of different propeller models. There’s one to
fit each engine. It recommends the threebladed Hartzell Buccaneer propeller for
the -520 and -550 upgrades.
John Jewell
John Jewell lists an STC on its website
that increases the carburetor main jet size
on the O-470-U engine. This upgrade
allows an increase of 225 rpm at takeoff to 2,625. It’s advertised as a 252 hp
engine and has a 2,000-hour TBO.
According to Jewell, this mod is the
most economical cost-to-value performance upgrade since it delivers a 300 to
400 fpm increase in climb with a 2,000hour TBO.
The combination of adding 300
more hours to TBO and the increased
efficiency of the high compression ratio
-U engine deliver a marked increase in
performance at a lower cost.
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Photo courtesy Texas Skyways
Photo courtesy Wipaire Inc.

This 310 hp IO-550 engine is modified with the Texas Skyways exhaust. Texas Skyways also holds an STC to replace the
230 hp Lycoming engine installed in the “re-start” 182S, 182T and turbocharged T182T with a normally aspirated 310 hp
Continental IO-550N engine. TBO is 2,000 hours.

Wipaire has approval to install a Lycoming six-cylinder fuel-injected IO-580 that is rated at 315 hp, and there’s an option
to increase the power to 340 hp. Wipaire uses this engine upgrade to power its Boss 182, a product designed to replace the
fleet of aging Cessna 180 and 185 floatplanes.
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Texas Skyways
Texas Skyways holds an STC to
replace the 230 hp Lycoming engine
installed in the “re-start” 182S, 182T and
turbocharged T182T with a normally
aspirated 310 hp Continental IO-550N
engine. The 550 series Continental
engines are very good engines and incorporate improvements such as crossflow
heads and a tuned induction system.
TBO is 2,000 hours.
Wipaire
Wipaire has approval to install a
Lycoming six-cylinder fuel-injected IO-580
that is rated at 315 hp. There’s an option
to increase the power to 340 hp.
Wipaire uses this engine upgrade to
power its Boss 182. The company focuses
a part of its business on floatplane flying,
and recognized the need for a “new” airplane to replace the fleet of aging Cessna
180 and 185 floatplanes in the world
today. The Boss 182 is its answer.
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Fuel-injected engine upgrades
for “re-start” 182s
The fuel-injected engine upgrades are
broken down into two groups: those
that can be installed on a wide range of
Cessna 182 models and those that can
only be installed on the “re-start” 182S,
182T and T182T airplanes.
Since the “re-start” list is shorter, we
will start with it. Beginning in 1996, “restart” 182 airplanes came out of the factory with fuel-injected Lycoming engines,
since Textron had scooped up Lycoming
in 1986 and Cessna in 1992.
Since these “re-start” airframes are
fuel-injected-ready, the need for wholesale fuel system modifications is minimized.
As mentioned above, the 182S and
182T were powered by a 230 hp fuelinjected Lycoming IO-540-AB1A5. In
2001 a turbocharged engine, the 235 hp
TIO-540-AK1A engine, was introduced.
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P. Ponk
The O-470-50 Super Eagle upgrade by
P. Ponk is an innovative carburetor-style
upgrade. The Super Eagle is built from
an O-470-R, -S or -U engine case that
is slightly modified to permit the installation of 520-sized cylinders. The Super
Eagle can also be modified from an
IO-520 engine.
The result is an engine that weighs
only four pounds more than the original engine, yet produces 35 to 45 more
horsepower. The Super Eagle is STC’d
for installation on 182 through 182G
model airplanes.

E-Mail: info@ramaircraft.com | Repair Station: VA1R551K

Engine Fax: (254) 752-3307 | Parts Fax: (254) 756-0640
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Air Plains suggests that it will take around 160 man-hours (four normal
work weeks for one technician) to complete the installation of its 182XP
package in the field. There is also the option of flying to the Air Plains facility
in Wellington, Kan. to upgrade your aircraft for a flat fee.

The 182S and 182T are the ideal platform to build upon since they came out
of the factory with corrosion-proofing
and many desirable upgrades were incorporated at the “re-start.”
In addition to inspecting and upgrading many aircraft systems, Wipaire reinforces the wings, which allows a MTOW
increase to 3,500 pounds when mounted
on Wipline 3000 floats.
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Fuel-injected engine upgrades for 182
through 182R airframes
Peterson’s Performance Plus
Todd Peterson’s company, Peterson’s
Performance Plus, holds an STC for
the installation of a fuel-injected 260
hp IO-470-F engine and an 82-inch
McCauley or Hartzell propeller.
Peterson also holds an STC to install a
300 hp IO-550-D engine and appropriate
three-bladed propeller. Both mods can
be installed on all Cessna 182s from the
182E through the 182R.
Peterson told me that he doesn’t sell
many engine STCs because his main business—transforming 182s in his unique
Kenai and King Katmai STOL aircraft—
takes up all his working hours.

Air Plains Services
Air Plains has installed more fuelinjected engine upgrades through its
182XP program for 182 airframes
than any other STC holder. Both the
IO-520 (300 hp for five minutes; 285
continuous) and the IO-550 (300 hp
continuous) are approved for installation;
Hartzell, McCauley and MT propellers are
approved for installation on both engines.
The 182XP package from Air Plains is
approved for the 1965 182H through the
1986 182R, and there are two installation options.
Option one is fly your airplane to
Wellington, Kan. and leave it for three
to four weeks. Air Plains has one flat
fee for the upgrade when done at its
home base.
Option two is a field installation by
your local maintenance facility using
an Air Plains-supplied engine and kit of
parts. Air Plains suggests that it will take
around 160 man-hours (four normal
work weeks for one technician) to finish
the installation.
Both the IO-520 and IO-550 engines
will provide significant improvements
in both climb performance and cruise

speeds. Air Plains advertises a 1,400 to
1,500 fpm climb rate for the -520 and
a 1,500 to 1,700 fpm rate for the -550.
Cruise speeds are cited as 175 to 180
mph for the -520 and 180 to 185 mph
for the -550.
Air Plains also has approval to install
a 300 hp Lycoming IO-540-K1A5 or
-K1G5 engine and one of two new design
Hartzell HC-C3YR-1RF three-blade
propellers on Cessna’s retractable landing gear 182s. The result is much better
climb rates and cruise airspeeds. Air
Plains advertising cites a climb of 1,100
fpm for the new powerplant versus 650
fpm at 7,000 feet for the original engine.
Cruise speeds at 8,000 feet MSL are
upped by 12 knots.
At the present time, the retractable
landing gear upgrades are done only at
the Air Plains facility in Wellington, Kan.
Alamo Aerospace
Alamo Aerospace holds an engine STC
for the R182—the Skylane RG—that was
produced from 1978 through 1986. This
STC upgrades engine power to 260 hp
by installing a Lycoming IO-540-AF1A5
engine. In addition to the performance
increase, this change replaces the Bendix
D2000 or D3000 “dual” magneto with
two separate magnetos.
The upgrade consists of little more
than an engine change. The Alamo
Aerospace kit includes a factory new
Lycoming engine, a new McCauley threeblade prop and spinner, a new prop governor, a new fuel pump, a new tachometer
and a new fuel pressure/manifold pressure gauge. The parts for the change are
packed in a kit that can be sent to any
maintenance shop for local installation.

Do you wish for more clearance over
the trees at the end of a strip you use?
Do you need better high altitude performance? Do you want the latest and best
powerplant (e.g., IO-550) available?
The upgrade to a fuel-injected engine
is a big project. To keep time and costs
in alignment with expectations, I believe
that an upgrade of this scope is best done
by a team with experience, so I would
have it done at the STC holder’s facility.
Swapping out one carbureted engine
for another is a much simpler project and
is easily within the scope of any wellestablished facility or individual A&P
mechanic or repair station.

Steve Ells has been an A&P/IA for 44
years and is a commercial pilot with
instrument and multi-engine ratings. Ells
also loves utility and bush-style airplanes
and operations. He’s a former tech rep
and editor for Cessna Pilots Association
and served as associate editor for AOPA
Pilot until 2008. Ells is the owner of Ells
Aviation (EllsAviation.com) and lives in
Templeton, Calif. with his wife Audrey.
Send questions and comments to editor@
cessnaflyer.org.

Resources

Avionics - Tires & Batteries
Engine Accessories - Instruments
Maintenance & Pilot Supplies
The Latest Handheld GPS
& Accessories from:

Install and
Mail Order
Specials on
Avionics

FREE Shipping on Most
Orders Over $500

CFA supporters
Air Plains
airplains.com
John Jewell
johnjewellaircraft.com

John Jewell
John Jewell owns the STC (from
Bonaire) to install either the IO-520 or
the IO-550 and a three-bladed Hartzell
or three-bladed McCauley propeller on
every Cessna 182 built between 1956
(182) and 1986 (182R). Jewell markets
its engine swaps as conversions with an
engine, and they include a heavy-duty
engine mount that’s also STC approved.
The combination of the heavy-duty
engine mount, larger vibration isolators (motor mounts) and a new Hartzell
Scimitar three-blade prop results in a very
smooth powerplant/propeller installation.

P. Ponk
pponk.com

Weighing the alternatives
The key to picking the right upgrade
is to define your need. Do you live where
carburetor icing is a very real concern?

Petersen’s Performance Plus
katmai-260se.com

Texas Skyways
txskyways.com
Wipaire
wipaire.com
Additional companies
Alamo Aerospace
alamoaerospace.com
Forced Aeromotive Technologies
forcedaeromotive.com

Lowest
Prices on
Pilot Gear
& Parts
• 30 Years Experience
• Knowledgeable Staff
• Same Day Shipments
• Two Stores - Faster Service

Oregon: 1-541-476-6605 - CSR#D3BR270J
Florida: 1-386-873-4123
1301 Brookside Blvd Grants Pass, OR 97526
813-A Flightline Blvd Deland, FL 32724
7am-5pm PST / 8am-5pm EST

TOLL FREE ORDERS

1-800-447-3408

WWW.CHIEFAIRCRAFT.COM

The new
Airman Certification Standards
(ACS)
By Michael Leighton

The brand-new Airman Certification Standards for private
pilots and instrument pilots is
here. Contributing editor and
CFI Michael Leighton explains
what Cessna flyers can expect.

Effective Wednesday, June 15, 2016,
the tried-and-true Practical Test Standards (PTS), which has been used for pilot
training and testing since before I became
an instructor in 1989, was replaced with
the Airman Certification Standards (ACS).
The first two documents released by
the FAA for this new standard are the
Private Pilot ACS and the Instrument
Pilot ACS. The others will follow, though
to the best of my knowledge, dates for
implementation have not been published.
As an instructor, I will agree that an
update to training and testing standards
was needed. The PTS was out-of-date
and out of touch with what we are doing
in an airplane.
Subjects like GPS, ADS-B, glass panel,
T-routes, direct-to flight, online weather
briefings, the imminent demise of the FSS,
and the incorporation of risk management
into the training regime—as well as the
highlighting of special emphasis areas—
were not well addressed by the PTS.
A more integrated approach
The FAA developed the ACS using
feedback from the flight training industry, from those of us who do this every
day for a living.
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From the FAA release briefing: “The
ACS adds task-specific knowledge and
risk management elements to each PTS
Area of Operation/Task. The result is an
integrated presentation of specific knowledge, risk management and skill elements
for each Task.”
It continues, “The ACS thus provides
a single-source set of the standards for
both [the] knowledge exam and the practical test.” In addition, the ACS ties in
special emphasis tasks and connects the
tasks and risk management area to the
questions on the written test.
Streamlining the process
The FAA is careful to say that the new
ACS in no way changes the skill performance metric that has been in place forever. That is published and documented.
They also say quite adamantly that
the ACS won’t change the length of the
flight portion, or increase the length of
the oral portion of the practical test.
This claim I have to doubt, however. The
risk management portion is entirely new,
and thus, when being added to the test
regime, must lengthen the test.
The ACS breaks down each task into
knowledge, which you would expect

This letter from John S. Duncan explains the functional components of the new
Airman Certification Standards, as well as how and why the ACS was developed.

As an instructor, I will agree that an update to training and testing
standards was needed. The PTS was out-of-date and out of touch
with what we are doing in an airplane.

would be covered on an oral portion of
a flight test; a risk management section
that pertains to that specific task; and a
skills section which is what you would
expect to perform in the aircraft on the
flight portion of the checkride.
Additionally, the ACS codes each
individual task, and its sub-elements,
risk management and skills, so that it
ties back to the written exam. Theoretically, this enables the instructor to
more accurately review and teach the
material that the student got wrong on
the written. Reviewing missed material
with a student is a regulatory requirement for instructors and always has
been, and it requires a signoff to verify
that it has been done.
This effort, I applaud. In the past, the
PLT codes (i.e., learning statement codes)
on the FAA written exam did not pertain
to a specific question, only to an area
of knowledge, leaving the instructor to
figure out what and how to teach the
missed material.
The FAA intends to use the coding
system to tie the test questions to course

guidance found in other FAA publications such as the Pilot’s Handbook of
Aeronautical Knowledge (FAA publication H8083-25A). This will make it
easier for instructors to find the appropriate training material to review with
the student.

Michael Leighton is a 10,000 hour,
three-time Master CFI and operates a
flight school in Spartanburg, S.C. and
Vero Beach, Fla. He can be reached at
flymkleighton@gmail.com, or on the web
at flymkleighton.net. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.

What this all means for you
If you already hold your ratings, you
won’t see much of an impact initially,
though I would expect that the BFR will
be overhauled to reflect the risk management modules that now appear in the
ACS (similar to what we found when the
last Instrument PTS was released, requiring specific tasks for an IPC).
If you are working on a rating, I would
advise you to download the ACS for free
from the FAA website. Look at the briefing, and read the ACS cover to cover.
(See Resources for the links. —Ed.)
Like most major changes, it’s going to
take a little while to address the unanticipated consequences. I would not fear this
change, but like all things, it’s prudent to
expect a few bumps in the road.

Have an opinion on the new ACS? Go
to the Cessna Flyer Association forums
and weigh in: CessnaFlyer.org/forums.

Resources
ACS briefing, FAQs
and other official documents
Airman Certification Standards
faa.gov/training_testing/testing/acs
Further reading
FAA publication H8083-25A,
Pilot’s Handbook of
Aeronautical Knowledge
faa.gov/regulations_policies/
handbooks_manuals/aviation/
pilot_handbook/

The FAA developed the ACS using feedback from the flight training
industry, from those of us who do this every day for a living.

The integrated format of the
ACS offers instructors and
students a number of benefits. It clearly tells applicants,
instructors and evaluators
what an airman must know,
consider and do to pass
the knowledge test and the
practical test for an airman
certificate or rating.
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The USS Intrepid is an impressive
sight at Pier 86 along the Hudson
River shoreline in Manhattan.
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A CARRIER LANDING
IN THE BIG APPLE
by Dan Pimentel

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Manhattan’s Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum is a must-see
on the East Coast, and contributing editor Dan Pimentel calls it
one of the best aviation attractions in the United States.

T

Getting there
Before you can climb around the Intrepid’s
many decks or go deep inside the USS
Growler—the only American guided missile
submarine open to the public—you’ll first
have to get there.
When studying the airspace around
the region, you find that John F. Kennedy
International (KJFK) and LaGuardia
Airport (KLGA) will cause major VFR
headaches, especially when trying to
mix in with traffic from Newark Liberty
International (KEWR) and Teterboro
Airport (KTEB) just across the Hudson
River. Unless you frequently fly the city’s
many designated VFR corridors, the best
advice when making this museum hop is
to avoid the airspace altogether.
Getting to Manhattan via GA airplane
is never easy, but Pam Day of Million Air
at Westchester County Airport (KHPN)
in White Plains, N.Y. told me that KHPN
is the hot setup for a trip to the Intrepid
Sea, Air & Space Museum.
You can avoid the intense JFK-LGATEB airspace by landing at HPN and
taking the FBO’s complimentary shuttle
(call to arrange) to the White Plains train
station, Day said, and then catch the
Harlem line express train for a quick ride
to Grand Central Station.
Once you are done being blown away by
the size and architecture of Grand Central,
you can jump on the westbound M42
(Pier) bus to 12th Avenue and walk north
to the Intrepid complex at 46th Street.
(A Metro-North train/Intrepid discount
is available. Visit the MTA website in
Resources to find out more. —Ed.)
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Photo: NYC & Company/Jen Davis

here are not many major cities in the
United States that can come close to
offering visitors the enormous array
of entertainment options and attractions
that are found in New York City. Within
its five boroughs, there is something for
everyone, from brilliant Broadway shows,
block after block of great restaurants,
world-class shopping, incredible art
galleries and yes, one very cool—and
simply gigantic—floating aviation museum.
The Intrepid Sea, Air & Space
Museum, located in Manhattan on Pier
86, is one of the best aviation attractions
in the country. Not only do you get to
see the Space Shuttle Enterprise, a British
Airways Concorde and a large selection
of other exhibition aircraft, a visit to the
Intrepid itself is worth the trip. Launched
in 1943, this former aircraft carrier
fought in World War II, the Cold War and
Vietnam War, and was a NASA recovery
vessel in the 1960s.

Photo: NYC & Company/Tagger Yancey IV

Left: New York City’s Central Park is surrounded on
all sides by luxury skyscrapers.
Above: The magnificent Beaux Arts architecture of
Grand Central Station.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Bottom: The USS Growler sits alongside Pier 86 at
the Intrepid Air Sea & Space Museum complex.

The Gallery Deck
As you descend, you’ll find the Gallery
Deck, which includes the Squadron
Ready Room, where pilots were briefed
before taking off on their missions, and
the Combat Information Center (CIC),
where crew members tracked the location
of all nearby planes and ships. “This area
really takes visitors back in time with the
radar and communications equipment
that, at the time, was completely state-ofthe-art,” Allen says.
The Hangar Deck
Go down one more level and you’ll
find the Hangar Deck exhibition. “This
space is unique among historic ships,”
Allen explained, “because it tells two
different stories. Visitors can explore
Intrepid’s technology along the port
side of the deck, and learn the stories of
people who lived and worked aboard the
ship along the starboard side.
“These permanent exhibitions bring
to life the powerful history of the
aircraft carrier and those who served
aboard it. Special exhibition galleries,
also located on the hangar deck, feature
temporary exhibitions including ‘On the
Line: Intrepid and the Vietnam War,’
which explores the events and impact
of the Vietnam War through the lens of
Intrepid’s history.”
The Hangar Deck also includes the
Exploreum, a large, fully interactive exhibit
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Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Top: The main aircraft collection of the Intrepid Air Sea & Space
Museum complex is found on the Flight Deck.
Bottom: Inside the Intrepid’s Hangar Deck, children can sit inside
a restored Bell 47 helicopter.
Top Right: Throughout the Intrepid, visitors can learn what it
took to operate a massive aircraft carrier.
Bottom Right: Aircraft exhibits on the Intrepid’s Flight Deck
contrast with the skyline of Manhattan.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Getting on board
Once you board the Intrepid—and
before you have really experienced any
of the many aviation exhibits—you’ll
want to spend a few hours walking the
many decks of the aircraft carrier open
to the public. This is time well spent,
said Ashley Allen, the Intrepid museum’s
public relations manager.
“You can’t beat the views of the
Manhattan skyline from the Flight Deck,”
Allen said. “It’s where we house 23 of the
28 amazing aircraft in our collection.
“You can also access the ship’s island
from the Flight Deck and explore the
captain’s bridge, ‘Vulture’s Row,’ where
the crew would watch flight operations;
and the navigation bridge where visitors
can take the helm and learn how the crew
would navigate the oceans.
“And,” she added, “our Space Shuttle
Pavilion is also located on the Flight Deck.”
After you’ve poked your head into
the Museum’s aircraft restoration tent
located on the flight deck, it’s time to go
down into the many interesting lower
decks of this massive carrier.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

But enough about the ship and the submarine.
You came here to see airplanes, and this
museum has several that will make the entire
trip worthwhile.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

The Intrepid Complex’s
USS Growler exhibit
offers visitors a chance
to see the only American
guided missile submarine
open to the public.

Photo courtesy Intrepid Sea, Air & Space Museum

The Space Shuttle Enterprise
is the crown jewel of the
Intrepid Museum complex,
available to view with a
small additional fee.
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space designed especially for families and
kids of all ages. It is one of the most visited
areas of the ship, encouraging visitors to
climb in a Bell 47 helicopter, navigate
through a submarine, steer the wings of
an airplane and much more.
Inside the Exploreum, you’ll find
GForce Encounter flight simulators
and the 4D Motion Ride Theater, both
of which provide an extra-exciting
experience for an additional fee. While
you’re visiting the Hangar Deck, be sure
to check out the ship’s “forecastle,” the
forwardmost part of the ship. This space
is where visitors can get an up-close look
at the massive chains that hold the ship’s
anchors, and also see several types of
officer’s quarters.
The Third Deck
Still lower, you’ll finally come to the
restored spaces of the Third Deck where
visitors see what daily life was like for the
men who lived aboard the ship. Berthing
areas show where the sailors slept, and
the Mess Deck kitchen and dining area
show where and how they ate their meals.
USS Growler
Before moving from the “sea” portion
of the Intrepid museum to the “air”
portion, you must take the USS
Growler tour. The submarine’s entire
length is open for visitors to view,
and the tour is included with general
admission to the museum.
Squeeze through tight passageways
to see the way submariners lived and
worked for months at a time. Points of
interest include the Missile Checkout
Room, with, yes, a big red button that
used to launch a missile. The Control
Room and Attack Center show you
where the crew steered the submarine and
manned the periscopes to scan the surface
of the water.
But enough about the ship and
the submarine. You came here to see
airplanes, and this museum has several
that will make the entire trip worthwhile.
Aviation and aerospace displays
The Flight Deck holds numerous
fighters from various wars; most notable
is the Lockheed A-12 Blackbird that could
fly at speeds up to 2,269 mph and take
reconnaissance photos from as high as FL800.
Also worth seeing is the British
Airways Concorde Alpha Delta G-BOAD
that broke the record for fastest Atlantic
crossing London to NYC, shrinking “the
pond” by making the flight in just two
hours, 52 minutes and 59 seconds. (Those

wishing to see the inside of the Concorde
can purchase a 60-minute guided tour that
allows visitors to experience the first-class
cabin as well as the incredible cockpit.)
The real star of this museum, though,
is the Space Shuttle Enterprise—the
original NASA orbiter—and entrance to
its pavilion will mean a few dollars more
when you buy your ticket. (Adult general
admission to the museum is $26; adding
the Space Pavilion access means paying
$33 per adult, with many discounts
available for seniors, children and college
students. Retired and active U.S. military
and U.S. veterans get in for free through
donations generously provided by Bank
of America.)
“In addition to getting up close to this
breathtaking piece of human ingenuity,”
Allen said, “the surrounding exhibit
changes frequently and explores its
history and significance within the United
States space program.”
Among the permanent exhibits inside
the Pavilion is a Soyuz TMA-6 space capsule
and a digital exhibition by NASA called
StationLIFE that offers a glimpse into the
science, technology and human experience
of the International Space Station.
The Pavilion currently also exhibits the
fully-restored shuttlecraft Galileo from
“Star Trek: The Original Series.”
Restaurants
After a full day of hopping around the
decks of Intrepid and filling up on sea, air
and space goodness, it’s not going to be
hard at all to fill up on a great meal near
the museum. Because this is New York
City, awesome restaurants are everywhere
and many are within an easy walk from
the Intrepid complex.
The only problem you’ll experience is
deciding where to eat, and that will be
based on what suits your palate.
A great place to start might be The
Landmark Tavern, a very authentic Irish
waterfront saloon that has operated
continuously in the same location since
1868. Here you can enjoy the house
specialty, Irish bangers and mash, or the
beer battered fish and chips, another
longtime favorite of locals. The friendly
barkeep can pull you a frothy pint of
Guinness, or ask for something rich from
The Landmark’s large selection of single
malt whiskeys.
For a corned beef or pastrami
sandwich that weighs in at over a pound,
take the hike to the Theatre District for
an incredible eating experience at the
Carnegie Deli, just across the street from
Carnegie Hall. This classic New York deli

has been serving gigantic sandwiches,
knish, stuffed cabbage and matzoh
ball soup since 1937. And do not leave
without trying their original New York
cheesecake, a dessert reviewers say is the
best in the city.
And since this is New York City, you
probably cannot leave without visiting
one great pizza joint. They are literally
everywhere, but a local recommends
Merilu Pizza Al Metro, a quaint pizzeria
in Hell’s Kitchen. Owner Merilu serves
thin crust pizza with recipes brought
from her hometown of Torino, Italy.
One thing that sets this pizzeria apart is
that they make their own hand-pulled
mozzarella every day.
Accommodations
For lodging options, hotels in New
York City can be spendy, so do your
homework on the internet to find the
best value and save by booking directly
with the hotel. A great hotel can very well
be only minutes away from the Intrepid
complex by subway.
One that is very close walking distance
from the museum is the Yotel, a fun
lodging option that offers “cabins.”
These comfortable spaces are inspired
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by luxury aircraft design according
to the website, and allow guests to be
immersed in technology and surrounded
by hip contemporary furnishings. A good
choice might be Yotel’s premium queen
cabin featuring a monsoon shower and
incredible views of Manhattan from
floor-to-ceiling windows.
Yes, it might have taken a plane, a
train, a bus and your own two feet to get
you from the ramp at White Plains to the
Intrepid’s ticket counter, but it will all
be worth it, as this is one of the nation’s
most popular aviation attractions.
Add in some great pizza pie, or even
a Broadway show, and it is unimaginable
that you will not have a great time on this
excursion. But don’t forget the cheesecake!

Resources

Dan Pimentel has worked in journalism and graphic design since 1979, and
is the president and creative director of
Celeste/Daniels Advertising and Design
(celestedaniels.com). He’s an instrumentrated private pilot and has been writing
the Airplanista Aviation Blog (airplanista.
com) since 2005. You can find him on
Twitter as @Av8rdan. Send questions or
comments to editor@cessnaflyer.org.

The Landmark Tavern
thelandmarktavern.com

Transportation
Million Air White Plains (KHPN)
millionair.com/hpn.aspx
MTA Metro North Trains
tinyurl.com/hpn-intrepid
Attractions
Intrepid Sea Air & Space Museum
intrepidmuseum.org
Dining, accommodations
Carnegie Deli
carnegiedeli.com

Merilu Pizza Al Metro
merilupizzaalmetro.com
Yotel
yotel.com

PA

Photo courtesy Landmark Tavern

referred

The Landmark Tavern is within easy walking distance of the Intrepid complex
and offers traditional Irish meals, stout beer and scotch whiskeys.
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Chosen for value and service

5%
SAVE 25-8 e!
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New Surplus and used
Aircraft Parts!

• Airframe Parts
• Accessories, bellcranks
• Air Filters
• Engine Parts
• OHC Rotables
• Propellers
• and a whole lot more!

Photo: NYC & Company/Jen Davis

We can look up part numbers for
Caravans, Singles, Twins, and Citations

Gigantic pastrami sandwiches and original New York cheesecake is waiting at
Carnegie Deli.

Website Upgrade!

Same great inventory search
with NEW shopping cart features!
Added Security
User friendly shopping cart
Build an order from different quotes
View your quote and order history!

www.preferredairparts.com

Preferred Airparts, LLC
Div. of JILCO Industries

800-433-0814
Toll Free, U.S. & Canada

Tel. 330-698-0280, FAX 330-698-3164

Photo courtesy Yotel

sales2@preferredairparts.com

The contemporary ambiance of the rooms at Yotel make it a favorite of travelers.

SALES HOURS 7:15am to 6:30pm EST.

We Buy Worldwide
We are
Cash
Buyers!

We buy inventories of new
surplus parts for nearly anything
that flies. Also tired or damaged
Cessna twins, Caravans, Citations, engines and propellers.

Gene Hembree is our buyer.
Please contact him at 330-698-0280 ext.224
gene@preferredairparts.com

NEWS

* (compiled from press releases)

Performance experts now have more
to offer to Cessna legacy fleet
WELLINGTON, KAN – Air Plains Services, industry leader
in engine performance and airframe upgrades, now has more to
offer the Cessna legacy fleet.
Repair after repair to the airbox is costly and prolongs
unplanned aircraft downtime. The price for a new airbox is
thousands of dollars which leaves the aircraft owner with no
option but to patch, repair and move on.
That’s where Air Plains comes in to the picture with improved endurance and safety.
Air Plains presents two options for the end user. Option one
is to send in the existing airbox and Air Plains will repair it to
like-new condition and document the work performed with an
8130. Turnaround time is minimal, about three to four days
after the box is received.
The second option for users is to purchase one already repaired in exchange for the removed core.
The price is the same for either option.
“To keep operational costs down for the end user is a prior-

SOUTH ST. PAUL, MINN., July 5, 2016
– Wipaire, Inc. is pleased to announce the
establishment of a program designed to
take the hassle out of ADS-B compliance
for GA aircraft owners and operators.
The program’s stress-free quoting process
begins with a simple questionnaire.
Based on the information submitted,
Wipaire’s experienced avionics staff will
generate three quotes for each aircraft,
encompassing a range of compliance
and functionality options. Owners and
operators may then select and reserve an
installation slot with a deposit.
Shop slots are now available from
August 2016 through December 2018
in Wipaire’s South St. Paul, Minn. and
Leesburg, Fla. locations.Most General Aviation aircraft can expect to become ADS-B
compliant in only one to two weeks.
“Make no mistake about it, there is
not enough shop capacity to retrofit all
of the affected aircraft by Jan. 1, 2020,”
stated Steve Fuchs, Senior Director of
Aircraft Services. “Utilizing our slot system,
owners can ensure available capacity and
prevent downtime before 2020 arrives.”
Rick Wahlman, avionics manager at
Wipaire’s South St. Paul, Minn. headCES S NA F LYE R
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Cessna 182
airbox prior to
repairs (left);
and after repairs
by Air Plains
Services (right).

ity. With safety as a factor, the airbox should not be overlooked
just because of the replacement cost,” says Mike Kelley, Air
Plains’ president and owner.
Air Plains, located in the plains of Kansas just 20 miles south
of Wichita, is a Cessna Service Center and Repair Station with
licensed A&P and IA mechanics.
The company, just shy of 40 years in business, is certified and
fully equipped to perform 24-month altimeter and transponder
certifications per FAR 91.411 and 91.413, IFR and/or VFR
Certs, and ADS-B compliance.
For more information, visit airplains.com.

quarters, added, “Our goal is to make the
process as simple as possible by collecting
aircraft information and then leveraging our many relationships with leading
avionics manufacturers to present customtailored solutions to the owner.”
Wipaire has relationships with most
major avionics manufacturers including
Appareo, Avidyne, Aspen Avionics, Bendix/King, Chelton Flight Systems, Flight
Display Systems, FreeFlight Systems,
Garmin, L-3 Avionics, PS Engineering,
S-Tec, Sandel Avionics and WSI Weather
Driven Business Solutions.
To kick off the program, Wipaire is offering a Lightspeed Zulu PFX active noise
reduction headset (a $1,175 value) to the
first five customers who make a deposit on
a slot. The headset will be delivered with
the aircraft upon completion.
Deposits will be applied to the aircraft’s
final bill. Owners must select avionics
equipment 60 days prior to aircraft arrival
at either Wipaire location or earlier.
Deposit Structure
(through Dec. 31, 2016)
2016 Slots
2017 Slots 2018 Slots
$1,500
$2,500
$3,500

To accelerate ADS-B compliance, the
FAA announced a limited-quantity $500
rebate which will become available in fall
2016. Owners may work with Wipaire
to select equipment in advance and then
ensure their installation date is scheduled
within 90 days of the rebate reservation
per the FAA rules.
For owners who wish to avoid the
wait and rush to claim the FAA rebate,
$500 instant rebates are available from
Wipaire partners Avidyne and FreeFlight
Systems. Wipaire’s avionics team will
consult aircraft owners and operators to
help them select the best options, including equipment and incentives.
For more information,
visit wipaire.com/ads-b.

STRATUS TRANSPONDER
NOW CERTIFIED
New kit available that includes ADS-B In
FARGO, N.D., July 5, 2016 – Appareo
announced today that its Stratus ESG transponder has received TSO authorization.
Stratus ESG is a panel-mounted 1090 ES
transponder that helps aircraft owners meet
the 2020 mandate by providing ADS-B Out
and built-in WAAS GPS all in one box.
With a GPS antenna included in the
$2,995 MSRP, Stratus ESG is the industry’s
most affordable panel-mounted 1090 ES
transponder for 2020 compliance.
Along with the news of TSO certification,
the company is pleased to announce that the
transponder is now available with two kit
options: Stratus ESG and Stratus ESGi.
The Stratus ESGi kit includes the certified transponder and a noncertified ADS-B
In receiver that was designed to work only
with Stratus ESG. When connected to
Stratus ESG, the Stratus 2i receiver provides
the same industry leading ADS-B and
AHRS experience on ForeFlight Mobile as
pilots have come to expect from the Stratus
product family.
“This kit will enable a lot of non-glass
panel aircraft owners to enjoy the benefits
of ADS-B In while complying with the 2020
mandate for ADS-B Out—affordably,” said
Kris Garberg, director of sales at Appareo.
Stratus ESG Stratus ESGi
Certified 1090 ES
Transponder
a
a
Built-in WAAS GPS
a
a
WAAS GPS Antenna a
a
ADS-B Out
a
a
ADS-B In		
a
AHRS		
a
MSRP
$2,995
$3,495
“Many aircraft owners aren’t familiar
with Appareo or aware that we have more
than a decade of experience working on
FAA-certified products. However, many of
them are familiar with the Stratus product
line and the work we’ve done to bring affordable ADS-B In technology to the market,”
said David Batcheller, president and COO.
“Our goal with Stratus ESG was to have the
best value ADS-B Out avionic to complement
our industry-leading ADS-B In technology.
“We made a tremendous commitment to
design, engineer and manufacture it here in
the United States,” Batcheller added.
Appareo has a network of nearly 280
authorized dealers who are actively selling
Stratus products and scheduling installations.
For information about Stratus products or
to locate a dealer, visit appareo.com/stratus.

HARTZELL ENGINE TECHNOLOGIES
INTRODUCES A NEW 60A DIRECT DRIVE
ALTERNATOR FOR CONTINENTAL ENGINES
New alternator provides dramatically
improved efficiency, cut-in performance
and increased output at engine idle speeds
MONTGOMERY, ALA. June 29, 2016
– Mike Disbrow, president of Hartzell
Engine Technologies (HET), announced
today that the company has introduced the ES-6024D, a new-generation
24V/60A direct-drive alternator created
for six-cylinder Continental engines.
“This new unit is based on the highly
reliable, field proven 100A ES-10024
and our extensive certification testing
has demonstrated a marked increase in
efficiency and performance compared to
the legacy Continental Crittenden unit it
replaces,” Disbrow said.
“Aside from the improvement in reliability, two additional advantages offered
by the new alternator that owner/pilots
will really appreciate are improvements
both in cut-in and idle speed performance—with over double the power
output at idle.”
“The new ES-6024D alternator has
been FAA PMA certified as a direct
replacement for the 60A Continental

Crittenden alternator on Continental
-520 and -550 series engines,” he said.
“It replaces Continental alternator
models 646843, 646490 and 642055
found on various twin Cessnas and the
Cessna TTx-series aircraft including early
Corvalis and Columbia models.”
The E-6024D is now available from
HET distributors. Introductory list price
is $1,299 and it is warranted for 36
months or 1,000 hours, whichever
occurs first.
For further information about Hartzell
Engine Technologies and its products,
visit Hartzell.aero.

Send Solution, LLC Receives FAA STC
Airtext™ solves the problem of staying
connected electronically to business,
friends and family without the high cost
of a traditional internet option
ALPHARETTA, GA., June 24, 2016
– Send Solutions, LLC announces the
receipt of STC approval for the installation of the Airtext passenger
Iridium Texting Systems on
Textron Aviation Inc. Cessna
750 (Citation X).
Airtext allows 16 passengers the ability to send and
receive SMS messages as well
as emojis whether in flight or
on the ground anywhere in the world for
essentially five cents a message.
Using the iridium satellite network, they
have designed a product that allows connectivity through your cell phone while
on the airplane.
Messages are quick and delivered to the
appropriate device. Using new Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) technology found in

modern phones, the passengers open a
free application loaded on their phone
giving them access to Airtext.
The hardware consists of a small paperback-sized box weighing 1.1 pound that is
installed on the airplane and connects to
the existing iridium phone antenna found
on most airplanes.
Then, utilizing a simple
switch, the operator can
change from voice mode to
data mode for messaging.
Hardware cost is $9,750
plus install, data costs vary
depending upon usage and
three packages (small, medium or large) are available based on five
cents per message.
Airtext is available for immediate shipment through authorized avionics dealers.
The free Airtext app is available for iOS
and Android devices and can be downloaded from the respective app stores.
Visit airtext.aero for additional information.

approvedturbo.com

Specializing in the service of
Turbochargers
Controllers
Wastegates
Pressure Relief Valves

Overhaul or Exchange
• Complete In-House Service/Repair/Testing
• Superior Customer Service with Competitive Pricing
• 18-Month Unlimited Hours, No-Hassle Warranty
• Fast Turnaround — AOG Priority at no extra charge

California

1545 E Acequla Ave.
Visalia, CA 93292

Florida

663 2nd Lane
Vero Beach, FL 32962

800-523-4809
559-627-3600

800-626-0367
772-569-2995

FAA Approved Repair
Station #O7TR210O
EASA 145.6055

FAA Approved Repair
Station #U5AR184Y
EASA 145.5482

mary@approvedturbo.com

mike@approvedturbo.com

MT COMPOSITE
PROPELLER UPGRADE
FOR YOUR CESSNA 180, 182,
185, 206, 210, 310, 340,
414 & 421— INCLUDING TURBOS.

• Super lightweight composite prop and spinner —
up to 30 pounds lighter
World’s Largest MT Propeller Distributor
• Improve takeoff and climb
• Increase cruise speed and fuel mileage
, LLC.
• Reduce stall speed for shorter landings
Visit our website or call today!
• Reduce noise; less pilot fatigue, happier neighbors
• Turbine smooth operation
www.Flight-Resource.com
• Life unlimited blades and hub
• Perfect for floats; no water erosion
• No RPM restrictions or ADs
• HD Motor mount not required

Flight Resource

1-866-717-1117
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Two of Canada’s most established
aviation companies have joined and will
continue to support and maintain private
and business aircraft
BRANTFORD, ONTARIO, June 21,
2016 – Representatives of the Progressive
Air Group and Brant Aero announced
today that Progressive Air Group has
finalized its acquisition of Brantford,
Ontario-based Brant Aero.
Based at Brant Aero’s current location
at Brantford Airport (CYFD) in Ontario,
Canada, the new company will continue
to operate as Brant Aero.
In addition, the company has established a new parts distribution center
based at the facility. That group will operate as Progressive Air East.
“This is a very exciting opportunity.
The acquisition allows us to bring together two outstanding companies, each with
over 40 years of experience in the support
and maintenance of private and business
aircraft. The two companies are so closely
aligned it was just a natural progression
that Brant Aero should become part of
the Progressive Air Group,” stated the
group’s president, Rob Wharf.
“Bud and Pat Field have spent 43
years building an exceptionally strong
technical team in a way that is the ideal
complement to the priorities that the
Progressive Air Group of Companies
has established.”
“With the acquisition of Brant Aero’s
Ontario-based facility, we can provide a
full range of services to our general and
business aviation customers including
avionics and airframe MRO capabilities
and a full array of inspection and maintenance services for both piston and
turbine aircraft engines,” Todd Collins,
CEO of the Progressive Air Group of
Companies said.
“This combination of customer-oriented services is certainly unique in Canada.
In fact, only a few other companies anywhere in the world provide this extensive
an array of services for private and business aircraft.”
“I feel very privileged to have served
the aviation community for the past 44

years,” stated Bud Field, Brant Aero’s
president. “Now I am very pleased that
Brant Aero will continue into another
era under the very capable leadership of
the highly-respected owners behind the
Progressive Air Group.”
Corey Anderson, General Manager of
Progressive Air East stated that Progressive Air Service staff are already located
in Brantford have started taking parts orders and making deliveries. “We have the
expertise and inventory based in Canada
to not only provide the right parts in a
timely manner, but a broad knowledge of
engine parts and accessories to provide
guidance on installation, maintenance,
and troubleshooting,” he said.
In making the acquisition announcement, Collins confirming that both Bud
and Pat Field would remain involved with
Brant Aero going forward. In addition,
principal Edie Craddock, a lifetime member of the American Bonanza Society and
avid aviator, will remain a shareholder of
Brant Aero.
“Between Bud, Pat and Edie we have
over 100 years of experience and insight
into aircraft ownership, operations, and
maintenance,” Collins said. “This is experience that has served Brant Aero well in
the past and will be invaluable to assuring our success and growth in the future.”

For more information
on the Progressive Air Group
of Companies, visit progressiveair.com,
proaeroav.com or aerosportpower.com.
For more information
about Brant Aero,
visit brantaero.com.

L to R: Previous owners of Brant
Aero, Bud Field, Edie Craddock
and Pat Field; Todd Collins, CEO,
Progressive Air Group.

I N G E N U I T Y.
S T E P S U P F A S T.
CERTAIN BENCHMARKS OF
INNOVATION HAVE TRULY
CHANGED THE INDUSTRY.
Aerocet floats are among
those. Our floats are designed
better, made smarter and last
longer. With hybrid composite
materials you get “on the step”
faster, can carry more cargo
and they’re FAA certified. When
you’re ready to take off, we’re
here to elevate the experience.

lighter. faster. smarter.
2 0 8 . 4 4 8 . 0 4 0 0 :: a e ro c e t . c o m

A father/son team with 86 combined years of

aviation maintenance experience

with A&P license/commercial pilot

In this business for 23 years
Teaching subject at
FAA endorsed events

OVERHAUL / EXCHANGE

Turbos balanced at 50,000 RPM by VSR Test Machine...
Visit our website to see the VSR in operation!

We Will Help You Troubleshoot Your System

Exchanges, Overhauls and Free Testing
Turbochargers • Controllers • Wastegates • Pressure Relief Valves
Gary Main • Bill Main • Main Turbo Systems, Inc.
234 South Cotta Court, Visalia, CA 93292 • Hours: 6 am to 6 pm PST

1-888-847-8013 • (559) 635-3322 • Fax (559) 627-1960

We buy cores!
www.mainturbo.com • maints@mainturbo.com
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WICHITA, June 27, 2016 – Cessna
Aircraft Co., a subsidiary of Textron
Aviation Inc., a Textron Inc. (NYSE:TXT)
company, today announced it has delivered the first fractional Cessna Citation
Latitude midsize business jet to NetJets,
Inc., a Berkshire Hathaway company.
The delivery represents significant milestones for both NetJets and the Citation
product line. This aircraft represents the
7,000th Citation delivered worldwide,
reinforcing the Citation family as the
established leader in business jet travel.
To celebrate this milestone delivery,
NetJets and Textron Aviation held a
special ceremony at Textron Aviation
headquarters in Wichita.
During the ceremony, NetJets announced that due to owners’ great response to the Latitude, the company has
added 50 more options to its initial order
placed in 2012, bringing its total order
and options up to 200 aircraft.
“The Cessna and NetJets relationship
extends more than 20 years and our
newest certified business jet is a perfect
fit for their operations,” said Scott Ernest,
president and CEO, Textron Aviation.
“The Citation Latitude’s performance
and value proposition equates to increased productivity for NetJets’ owners,
while giving them large-cabin amenities
at a midsize cost. We are thrilled the aircraft has become one of the fastest selling
aircraft in NetJets’ history.”
NetJets has been operating two demonstrator aircraft throughout the United
States and Europe to showcase the Citation Latitude to NetJets owners ahead of
the aircraft entering its fleet.
“The Citation Latitude business jet
gives our owners and their guests bestin-class performance, size and comfort
in the midsize category. As the newest
NetJets offering, the Citation Latitude is a great addition to our fleet of
the world’s best aircraft,” said Adam
Johnson, CEO, NetJets.
“With the Latitude, we will continue
giving owners unparalleled service and
safety, while advancing our long term
relationship with Textron Aviation.”
NetJets’ first Latitude is expected to
enter into service in July and will be
part of the fractional provider’s North
American fleet that includes four other
Cessna models: Citation Encore/Encore+,

Citation Excel/XLS, Citation Sovereign
and Citation X aircraft.
With a maximum range of 2,850 nm,
the Citation Latitude can fly nonstop
from key U.S. cities such as Los Angeles
to New York and Chicago to San Francisco. With a flat floor and six feet of cabin
height, the Latitude affords the most
open, spacious, bright and refined cabin
environment in the midsize category.
Cessna began deliveries of the Citation
Latitude last August and has delivered 23
to customers around the world through
the first quarter of 2016.
Citation aircraft, now with 7,000
delivered, are the most popular line of
business jets in the world. With more
than 35 million flight hours—far more
than any of its competitors—Citation
aircraft allow customers to expand their
business reach.
Each of Cessna’s Citation models is
designed to strike an enviable balance
between high performance, comfort and
cost-efficient operation. No other family
of business jets offers such a seamless
progression of aircraft with extraordinary
capabilities for the value proposition.
There are currently eight Citation models in production including the Citation
Mustang, Citation M2, Citation CJ3+,
Citation CJ4, Citation XLS+, Citation
Latitude, Citation Sovereign+ and
Citation X+.
The company’s latest Citations in
development include the super-midsize
Citation Longitude, on schedule to fly this
summer, and the Citation Hemisphere,
Cessna’s entry into the large-cabin market
and planned to fly in 2019.
For more information, visit txtav.com.

Textron Aviation employees
celebrate the milestone delivery.

Air Capitol Dial

Specialists in Repair and Refurbishing

If your cockpit panel components are
faded, need repairs or just need some
touch-up, we’re ready to serve you.
We’re an FAA Certified Repair Station.

Call us,
we’ll take care of you.
Air Capitol Dial 877-269-2483

www.aircapitoldial.com
sales@aircapitoldial.com

Data recording now available with the
wireless AHRS, GPS, ADS-B receiver
OVIEDO, FLA., June 21, 2016 – Levil
Aviation is once again bringing innovation to flight. With the release of the new
iLevil 3 series, users will now have data
recording capabilities.
Over the last three years, the iLevil has
cemented itself as one of the best AHRS,
GPS and ADS-B receivers on the market.
The new iLevil 3 boasts all of the same
features of units past and adds the ability
to accept a standard SD memory card
which will record and save all flight information. This information can then be
transferred into an Excel spreadsheet to
gain a clear picture of a flight (position,
airspeed, altitude, attitude, etc.).
The data is also saved in FDR and
GDX format which will allow users to
replay their flight in X-Plane, Google
Earth and more.
Levil Aviation envisions this becoming
a great tool in the industry. Whether it’s
utilized in a flight school environment
to recreate flights in a safe environment
with students, or for flight testing a new
aircraft, users will now have access to
valuable information with minimal effort
and cost.
Levil Aviation strives to enhance its
products by looking for ways to add
functionality and usefulness to the instruments it manufactures. As a company
that is owned and operated by pilots,
for pilots, Levil Aviation adds features to
make the overall flying experience safer,
informative and fun.
The iLevil 3 will be available on July
25, 2016 at a starting price of $1,195.
The product can be purchased on at iLevil’s website or in any General Aviation
store or website.
For more information about iLevil,
visit aviation.levil.com.
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ROWLETT, TEX., June 22, 2016
– NavWorx, Inc. announced today
a temporary price reduction on its
ADS600-B, a certified UAT providing ADS-B Out and In that meets the
requirements of the FAA’s mandate
for ADS-B equipage. The ADS600-B
is available for $1,799 with the $200
price reduction effective immediately.
The ADS600-B is a remote mounted
Universal Access Transceiver (UAT)
providing 2020 compliant ADS-B Out
(transmit) and ADS-B In (receive) for
installation in certified aircraft.
The ADS600-B includes a WAAS GPS
plus compatibility with existing transponder and antenna installations offering a
significant cost savings.
The ADS600-B is regularly priced at
$1,999. With the NavWorx rebate of
$200 plus the recently announced FAA
rebate of $500, the resultant equipment
cost is just $1,299, the lowest price ever
for a certified ADS-B Out/In solution.
NavWorx offers equipment designed to
operate within the parameters of the FAA
mandate for ADS-B.
The NavWorx ADS600-B offers:
• STC approvals for all certified aircraft;
• Patent-pending technology that
eliminates the need for an unreliable
panel-mounted control head;
• Internal WAAS GPS;
• TransMonSPE (Transponder Monitor
Single-Point-of-Entry) that allows
you to keep your existing transponder and altitude encoder;
• Ease of installation by an A&P or
repair shop; and
• Delivery of Traffic and Weather to
various displays.
NavWorx can assist with finding a 2020
compliant ADS-B solution for any aircraft.
To take advantage of the NavWorx
$200 price reduction, order today. This
offer ends July 31, 2016.
Buyers can also lock in the $200 price
reduction with a 10 percent deposit today
for installation in fall 2016 under the FAA
Rebate Program, saving an extra $500.
For more information on the FAA
ADS-B Rebate, visit faa.gov/nextgen/
equipadsb/rebate/.
For further information, contact NavWorx,
Inc. at 1-888-628-9679 or visit navworx.com.

SHOULDER HARNESS KITS

CESSNA 100 / 200 SERIES

SHOULDER HARNESS KITS
(FAA STC / PMA APPROVED)

$799 Fixed Strap
$999 Inertia Reel
Replacement factory
shoulder harnesses:
Fixed Strap
$329 Per Seat
Inertia Reel
$429 Per Seat

Rear Belts Available

AIRCRAFT JACKS
172RG / 177RG / 182RG / 210 / 337
Model 868W $529.00 EACH
310 / 320 Model 332
$309.00 EACH
340 / 400 Model 838W $399.00 EACH
SERIES

• Three Leg Design
• Locking Safety Collar
• Wheels Standard–8 ton

www.alpha-aviation.com
Alpha Aviation Inc.

1505 Chateaulin Lane Burnsville, Minnesota 55337
1-800-653-5112 Fax 1-952-856-5158

• Interior Panels and Glare Shields
for Cessna 170, 175, 180, 185, 172
and early 182, U & TU 206, 207*
• Nosebowls for Cessna 180, 185,
210 and early 182
• All Products FAA Approved
Repair Station No. LOGR640X

Specializing in Fiberglass Aircraft Parts
E-mail: selkirkav@selkirk-aviation.com
www.selkirk-aviation.com
(208) 664-9589 V-Mail 1-800-891-7687
Composite Cowls Available for
All C180, All C185 and 1956-1961 C182

• Extended Baggage Kits for
Cessna 170 B, 172, 175, 180, 185,
206/207 and 1956-1980 182
• Vinyl and Wool Headliners
• Composite Cowls for non-certified
PA-18 aircraft
*207 interiors on Field Approval basis.

Annual AirVenture event brings
together aviation community to
support future aviators
EAA AVIATION CENTER, OSHKOSH, June 24, 2016 – Textron Aviation
Inc., a Textron Inc. company, has renewed
its commitment and its sponsorship for
EAA’s Gathering of Eagles fundraiser, one
of aviation’s premier events in support of
youth aviation education programs.
The event, which is held during the
annual EAA AirVenture Oshkosh fly-in,
draws more than 1,000 attendees and
raises over $2 million for programs
such as EAA Young Eagles and Air
Academy. The event will take place on
Thursday, July 28, 2016 at the EAA
AirVenture Museum.
“EAA is grateful to Textron Aircraft
for its continuing support in creating the
next generation of aviators,” Donor Relations Director Nadia Farr said.
“The Gathering of Eagles is unique as
it brings together all areas of the aviation
community, including all those that realize the importance of working together to
fortify EAA’s mission of growing aviation
through participation by all ages, but
especially in young people.”
In the past, the Gathering of Eagles has
featured such aviation legends as Bob
Hoover, the Apollo 13 crew, and Gene
Cernan, as well as celebrities such as
Harrison Ford, Morgan Freeman, the
late Cliff Robertson, Arnold Palmer and
Jack Roush.
“Textron Aviation is once again honored to support EAA AirVenture’s Gathering of Eagles fundraiser, as it provides
young aspiring aviation enthusiasts
resources and opportunities to help
them nurture their passion,” said Doug
May, Vice President, Piston Aircraft at
Textron Aviation.
EAA welcomes additional sponsors and
supporters for its aviation education programs and for the Gathering of Eagles.
More information can be obtained
through EAA’s donor relations office
by emailing donor@eaa.org.
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PIQUA,
OHIO, July
5, 2016 –
Hundreds
of singleengine Cessna
Caravan 208
aircraft are now eligible for conversion to
three-blade aluminum props from Hartzell Propeller through an amended STC.
The propeller is available with a TKS
ice protection system approved for Flight
Into Known Icing (FIKI). This is the identical propeller that is delivered as standard
equipment on every new Cessna Grand
Caravan EX from the factory.
“Obtaining FAA approval for installing our three-blade FIKI qualified props
permits operators with TKS ice protection
to quickly convert their fleets to our propellers, which are well known for Hartzell
superior reliability and repairability,” said
Hartzell Propeller president Joe Brown.
“We’ve proven that Hartzell props
can be overhauled and returned to
service multiple times and that is a great
economic advantage for fleet operators
and others.”
Hartzell’s 106-inch diameter aluminum
three-bladed, steel hub propellers replace
McCauley propellers and offer climb
performance as good or slightly better
and a measured three knots improvement
in cruise speed.
Hartzell Propeller’s three-blade props
have substantial material for blade repairs
and incorporate the most repairable blades
available for Caravans. They are approved
for landplane and seaplane operations.
TKS ice protection systems were installed on hundreds of Caravans, including a number of fleets operated by large
cargo operators.
The glycol-based ice-protection system
replaced pneumatic boots that covered the
leading edges of the turboprop Caravan’s
wing, horizontal and vertical stabilizers,
landing-gear legs, wing struts and cargo
pods. On Caravans, propeller slinger
systems eliminate the need to install TKS
panels on the landing gear struts and
cargo pod.
For more information about Hartzell
propellers, go to hartzellprop.com.

Standby Alternator STC
for Cessna 182T, T182T,
206H & T206H Aircraft

B.A.S. Inc.

P.O. Box 190
Eatonville, WA 98328

RESTRAINT WITHOUT
RESTRICTION

Provides continuous 20 amp
28 VDC output $3,750

A four-point inertia
shoulder harness/
lap belt system that
is FAA-STC and
PMA approved for
most Cessnas.

AVIATION SAFETY ALERTS
AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE
www.faa.gov/aircraft/safety/alerts/
www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/advanced.html
2016-11-20 B/E Aerospace: Amendment
39-18547; FAA-2015-2134; Directorate
Identifier 2015-CE-012-AD.
(a) Effective Date
This AD is effective July 15, 2016.
(b) Affected ADs
None.

Visit our website
for a complete
listing of available
aircraft models and
pricing for Cessna,
Piper, Beechcraft
& Luscombe.

RETRACTABLE PULL HANDLES
FOR TAILDRAGGERS

(c) Applicability
This AD applies to B/E Aerospace
Protective Breathing Equipment (PBE), part
number (P/N) 119003-11, that is installed
on airplanes.

Freedom Aviation
is a Cessna single
and multi-engine
service center and
parts distributor.

Jason K. Moorefield
Email vaavionics@aol.com

Contact

Phone

www.basinc-aeromod.com
Toll Free 1-888-255-6566 (Pacific Time)
(360) 832-6566 • Fax (360) 832-6466

Looking for some
peace and quiet?

Reduce your cabin noise and
you’ll enjoy flying even more.

To get your copy,
by mail... send your name and address to us!
by email... sales@soundproofing.org
by internet: Free download at
soundproofing.org/infopages/soundprf.htm

Toll Free

434-237-8434
800-543-6845

www.flyfreedomaviation.com
Contact us today for a FREE
(really... it’s free!) 20-page booklet
“How to Soundproof Light Aircraft”

(888) 942-7723

soundproofing.org

Super Soundproofing Co. | 455 East Carmel Street | San Marcos, CA 92078

(d) Subject
Joint Aircraft System Component
(JASC)/Air Transport Association (ATA) of
America Code 35; Oxygen.
(e) Unsafe Condition
This AD was prompted by a report of
a PBE, P/N 119003-11, catching fire upon
activation by a crewmember. We are issuing
this AD to correct the unsafe condition on
these products.
(f) Compliance
Comply with this AD within the compliance times specified, unless already done..
(g) Inspection
Within 3 months after July 15, 2016
(the effective date of this AD), while still
in the stowage box, physically inspect the
PBE pouch to determine if it has an intact
vacuum seal. Do this inspection following
paragraph III.A.1. of the Accomplishment
Instructions in B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin No. 119003-35-011, Rev. 000, dated
February 4, 2015.
(h) Replacement
(1) If a PBE pouch is found that does
not have an intact vacuum seal during the
inspection required in paragraph (g) of
this AD: Before further flight or following
existing minimum equipment list (MEL)
procedures, replace the PBE with a PBE,
P/N 119003-21, following paragraphs
III.C., III.D.(4), III.D.(6), and III.D.(7) of the
Accomplishment Instructions in B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin No. 119003-35-009,
Rev. 001, dated April 12, 2016, or replace
it with another FAA-approved serviceable
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PBE.
(2) If a PBE pouch is found during the
inspection required in paragraph (g) of this
AD where the vacuum seal is intact: Within
18 months after July 15, 2016 (the effective
date of this AD), remove PBE, P/N 11900311, and replace the PBE with PBE, P/N
119003-21, following paragraphs III.C.,
III.D.(4), III.D.(6), and III.D.(7) of the Accomplishment Instructions in B/E Aerospace
Service Bulletin No. 119003-35-009, Rev.
001, dated April 12, 2016, or replace it with
another FAA-approved serviceable PBE.
(i) Credit for Actions Done Following Previous Service Information
If you performed the replacement action
required in paragraphs (h)(1) and (2) of this
AD before July 15, 2016 (the effective date
of this AD) using B/E Aerospace Service
Bulletin No. 119003-35-009, Rev. 000,
dated November 9, 2015, you met the requirements of those paragraphs of this AD.

Since 1981 we have been providing
the aviation industry with innovative
solutions for all of its oxygen needs.

(j) Alternative Methods of Compliance
(AMOCs)
(1) The Manager, Wichita Aircraft
Certification Office (ACO), FAA, has the
authority to approve AMOCs for this AD,
if requested using the procedures found in
14 CFR 39.19. In accordance with 14 CFR
39.19, send your request to your principal
inspector or local Flight Standards District
Office, as appropriate. If sending information directly to the manager of the ACO,
send it to the attention of the person identified in paragraph (k) of this AD.
(2) Before using any approved AMOC,
notify your appropriate principal inspector,
or lacking a principal inspector, the manager of the local flight standards district
office/certificate holding district office.
(k) Related Information
For more information about this AD,
contact David Enns, Aerospace Engineer,
Wichita ACO, FAA, 1801 S. Airport Road,
Room 100, Wichita, Kansas 67209; phone:
(316) 946-4147; fax: (316) 946-4107;
email: david.enns@faa.gov.
(l) Material Incorporated by Reference
(1) The Director of the Federal Register approved the incorporation by reference (IBR) of
the service information listed in this paragraph
under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and 1 CFR part 51.
(2) You must use this service information
as applicable to do the actions required by
this AD, unless the AD specifies otherwise.
(i) B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin
No. 119003-35-009, Rev. 001, dated
April 12, 2016.
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(ii) B/E Aerospace Service Bulletin No.
119003-35-011, Rev. 000, dated February
4, 2015.
(3) For B/E Aerospace, Inc. service
information identified in this AD, contact
B/E Aerospace, Inc., 10800 Pflumm Road,
Commercial Aircraft Products Group,
Lenexa, Kansas 66215; phone: (913) 3389800; fax: (913) 338-8419; Internet: www.
beaerospace.com.
(4) You may view this service information at FAA, Small Airplane Directorate,
901 Locust, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
For information on the availability of this
material at the FAA, call (816) 329-4148.
It is also available on the Internet at http://
www.regulations.gov by searching for and
locating Docket No. FAA-2015-2134.
(5) You may view this service information that is incorporated by reference at the
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). For information on the availability of this material at NARA, call 202741-6030, or go to: http://www.archives.
gov/federal-register/cfr/ibr-locations.html.
Issued in Kansas City, Missouri, on
May 25, 2016.
Pat Mullen,
Acting Manager, Small Airplane Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service.

Table 1 to Paragraph (c) of This AD–
Airplanes Affected
Model
Serial Nos.
			
(1) 175 55001 through
		
55703
(2) 175 55704 through
		
56238
(3) 175 28700A, 626,
		
and 640
(4) 175 A 56239 through
		
56777
(5) 175 A 619

Year 		
manufactured
1958.
1959.
1958 and
1959.
1960.
1960.

(d) Subject
Joint Aircraft System Component
(JASC)/Air Transport Association (ATA) of
America Code 71, Power Plant.
(e) Unsafe Condition
This AD was prompted by the determination that one airplane needs to be added
and another airplane needs to be removed
from the Applicability section. We are issuing this AD to detect and correct cracks
in the engine mounting brackets, which
could result in failure of the engine mounting bracket. This failure could lead to the
engine detaching from the firewall.
(f) Compliance
Comply with this AD within the compliance times specified, unless already done.

AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE
www.faa.gov/aircraft/safety/alerts/
www.gpoaccess.gov/fr/advanced.html
2016-14-05 Textron Aviation Inc.:
Amendment 39-18586; Docket No. FAA2016-5579; Directorate Identifier 2016CE-010.
(a) Effective Date
This AD is effective August 11, 2016.
(b) Affected ADs
This AD replaces AD 2008-15-06,
Amendment 39-15618 (73 FR 43845, July
29, 2008) (‘’AD 2008-15-06’’).
(c) Applicability
This AD applies to the Textron Aviation
Inc. airplane models and serial numbers
(type certificate previously held by Cessna
Aircraft Company) that are certificated in
any category listed in Table 1 to paragraph
(c) of this AD. The new airplane affected
by this AD is model number 175A, serial
number 619, manufactured in 1960.

(g) Airplane Logbook Check
(1) Check the airplane logbook to determine
if all four of the original engine mounting
brackets have been replaced. Do the logbook
check at the following compliance time, as
applicable. The owner/operator holding at
least a private pilot certificate as authorized
by section 43.7 may do this action.
(i) For airplanes previously affected by
AD 2008-15-06: Within the next 30 days
after September 2, 2008 (the effective date
retained from AD 2008-15-06).
(ii) For the new airplane affected by this
AD: Within the next 30 days after August
11, 2016 (the effective date of this AD).
(2) If you can positively determine that
all four of the original engine mounting
brackets have been replaced, no further
action is required. Make an entry into the
airplane logbook showing compliance with
this portion of the AD in accordance with 14
CFR 43.9. The owner/operator holding at
least a private pilot certificate as authorized
by section 43.7 may do this action.
(3) If you cannot positively determine that all four of the original engine

mounting brackets have been replaced,
inspect each of the upper and lower engine
mounting brackets on both the left and
right sides for cracks following Cessna
Single Engine Service Bulletin SEB07-2,
Revision 2, dated June 18, 2007. Do the
inspections at the following compliance
times, as applicable.
(i) For airplanes previous affected by
AD 2008-15-06: Initially inspect within
the next 12 months after September 2,
2008 (the effective date retained from
AD 2008-15-06). If no cracks are found,
repetitively inspect thereafter at intervals
not to exceed 500 hours time-in-service
(TIS) until all four of the original engine
mounting brackets are replaced.
(ii) For the new airplane affected by
this AD: Initially inspect within the next
12 months after August 11, 2016 (the
effective date of this AD). If no cracks are
found, repetitively inspect thereafter at
intervals not to exceed 500 hours TIS until
all four of the original engine mounting
brackets are replaced.
(h) Engine Mounting Bracket Replacement
If cracks are found in any of the engine
mounting brackets during any inspection required in paragraph (g)(3) of this
AD, including all subparagraphs, before
further flight after the inspection in which
cracks are found, replace the cracked engine
mounting bracket(s) following Cessna Single
Engine Service Bulletin SEB07-2, Revision 2,
dated June 18, 2007. Replacing the cracked
engine mounting bracket terminates the
repetitive inspections required in paragraphs (g)(3)(i) and (ii) of this AD only for
the replaced engine mounting bracket.
(i) Terminating Action
To terminate the repetitive inspections
required in paragraphs (g)(3)(i) and (ii) of
this AD, you may replace all four original engine mounting brackets following
Cessna Single Engine Service Bulletin
SEB07-2, Revision 2, dated June 18, 2007.
(j) Engine Mounting Bracket Disposal
For all airplanes affected by this AD: Before further flight after the engine mounting bracket is removed for replacement,
dispose of every replaced bracket following 14 CFR 43.10, paragraph (c)(6), which
states the following: ‘’Mutilation. The
part may be mutilated to deter its installation in a type certificated product. The
mutilation must render the part beyond
repair and incapable of being reworked to
appear to be airworthy.’’

(k) Alternative Methods of Compliance
(AMOCs)
(1) The Manager, Wichita Aircraft
Certification Office (ACO), FAA, has the
authority to approve AMOCs for this AD,
if requested using the procedures found
in 14 CFR 39.19. In accordance with 14
CFR 39.19, send your request to your
principal inspector or local Flight Standards District Office, as appropriate. If
sending information directly to the manager of the ACO, send it to the attention
of the person identified in paragraph (l)
of this AD.
(2) Before using any approved AMOC,
notify your appropriate principal inspector, or lacking a principal inspector, the
manager of the local flight standards district office/certificate holding district office.
(3) AMOCs approved for AD 200815-06 are approved as AMOCs for the
corresponding provisions of this AD.
(l) Related Information
For more information about this AD,
contact Gary Park, Aerospace Engineer,
Wichita ACO, 1801 Airport Road, Room
100, Wichita, Kansas 67209; telephone:
(316) 946-4123; fax: (316) 946-4107,
email: gary.park@faa.gov
(m) Material Incorporated by Reference
(1) The Director of the Federal Register
approved the incorporation by reference
(IBR) of the service information listed in
this paragraph under 5 U.S.C. 552(a) and
1 CFR part 51.
(2) You must use this service information as applicable to do the actions
required by this AD, unless the AD
specifies otherwise.
(3) The following service information
was approved for IBR on September 2,
2008 (73 FR 43845, July 29, 2008).
(i) Cessna Single Engine Service Bulletin
SEB07-2, Revision 2, dated June 18, 2007.
(ii) Reserved.
(4) For Cessna Aircraft Company
service information identified in this AD,
contact Cessna Aircraft Company,
Product Support, P.O. Box 7706, Wichita,
Kansas 67277; telephone: (316) 517-5800;
fax: (316) 942-9006; Internet: www.
cessna.txtav.com.
(5) You may view this service information at FAA, Small Airplane Directorate,
901 Locust, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
For information on the availability of this
material at the FAA, call (816) 329-4148.
In addition, you can access this service
information on the Internet at http://www.

regulations.gov by searching for and
locating Docket No. FAA-2016-5579.
(6) You may view this service information that is incorporated by reference at
the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). For information on
the availability of this material at NARA,
call 202-741-6030, or go to: http://
www.archives.gov/federal-register/cfr/
ibr-locations.html.
Issued in Kansas City, Missouri,
on June 28, 2016.
Pat Mullen,
Acting Manager, Small Airplane
Directorate, Aircraft Certification Service.

LETTERS continued from page 08...
Author’s reply
I will look for the reference to Super
Skylane, as I have several reference books
and magazines from back in the 1960s
and 1970s.
I used to work on a 1963 Cessna 205
(N8433Z, owned by Robert Gurney) and
I remember seeing the original Cessna
“Super Skylane” name on the aircraft. I
don’t have a photo of this—wish I did.
The 205 is in my opinion an offshoot
of the 210 (1960) since the 210 was the
original aircraft Type Certificate prior to
the 205 being introduced in 1962. The
205 shares many of the components of
the early 210 with the exception of the
retractable landing gear.
I am familiar with the TCDS for these
aircraft, as I have done many annual
inspections on the 205. I agree that there
is no separate FAA designation as 205—
it’s a 210-5 or -5a.
Mike Berry
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Cessna Flyer Association Directory
Mailing address:
Cessna Flyer Association
PO Box 5505
Riverside, CA 92517

Benefits Cessna Flyer magazine
800-397-3920 - or:
Email editor@cessnaflyer.org with questions, comments or concerns about the content
of the magazine
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com for damaged or missing issues
Website - CessnaFlyer.org
800-397-3920 - or:
Email jen@cessnaflyer.org for concerns regarding the website or with problems logging in.
CessnaFlyer.org contains an archive of all of our magazine articles, a listing of Service Bulletins,
Airworthiness Directives and safety alerts, a product directory called the Cessna Yellow Pages, plus
an events calendar, sponsored vendor content, a knowledge base, our library of member photographs
and videos—and our forums (see next item).

Online Forums
800-397-3920 - or:
Email jen@cessnaflyer.org
Our online forums, located within the association website, is a great source for question-and-answer
interaction and an excellent way to converse with other members, the CFA staff and Cessna Flyer’s
contributing editor, the longtime A&P Steve Ells. We have a forum moderator to assist with getting
you timely answers. Meet and socialize with other members, and learn what’s going on in the industry
through fast-paced forum communication. Come visit the forums.

CFA Pre-Oshkosh Event
800-397-3920 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com
Our Gathering at Waupaca is an annual event held near Oshkosh, Wis. just a few days before EAA
AirVenture. You’ll meet other Cessna pilots and aircraft owners, listen to presentations given by
aviation experts, win prizes, and attend a banquet. The Gathering is your best opportunity to meet
your association’s staff, vendors, experts and other members in-person.

Parts Locating and Technical Support
800-397-3920 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com
Our parts locating and technical support is second to none when it comes to friendly, helpful response.
Are you having trouble finding a part for your airplane? Trying to troubleshoot a problem with your
Cessna? Come to us. We have contacts everywhere in the industry and we’ll assist in finding you that
part or getting an answer to your question. That’s what we’re here for.

Vendor Discounts
800-397-3920 - or:
Email kent@aviationgroupltd.com
Many vendors offer discounts to members. Call or email Kent for more information or ask our vendors
when contacting them directly. Remember to tell them you are a Cessna Flyer Association member.

BACK WHEN:

Vintage Cessna
Advertising and Marketing

1967 Cessna Skylane Ad
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• The US patent office has allowed the
G Series patent.

•

The most comprehensive engine
monitoring patent ever granted.

•

All of the G Series unique and
revolutionary ideas are
protected for 20 years.

Instrument Corp.

Insight Advantage Series #8 (Innovation Advantage)

Scan barcode for
more information.

5 Innovative Reasons To Select
G Series From Insight:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Superior Leaning Procedure
Anytime Probe Analysis
Check Exhaust Valves In-Flight
Vibration Analysis
Backseat Readable Screen On G4

Every Lean Will Show:
•
•
•
•

First To Peak (ROP)
Order Of Lean (LOP)
Temperature Spread
Fuel Injector Spread

Check Probes:
• In-Flight
• On The Ground

A trouble indication will show
as an obvious spectral peak.

Insight
Patented
Features

Check Exhaust Valves:
• In-Flight Running LOP
• In-Flight Running ROP

Vibration Analysis:

• In-Flight
• Hard Landings
• Create Benchmark With Data
Air Venture 2016 Hangar B Booth 2061 - 2062

